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OPERATION OF V. L. C. C. ' S IN HEAVY WEATHER 
by 
Staff an Robe rtsson 
ABSTRACT. 
A short review is presented of available instrumentation systems 
designed to assist the operation of ships in heavy weather by warning 
against dangerous wave loads. Some systems also give guidance to 
the master by predicting the outcome of evasive actions, and the bases 
on which such predictions are made, such as visual observations of 
the wave system, are questioned. A method is presented in which 
the motions of the ship are used to determine the sea state in the 
form of an "equivalent" wave spectrum. 
Two investigations of the possibility of improving the guidance capability· 
·of warning instruments are described, in which the predictions are 
based on the equivalent wave spectrum. For this purpose, recorded full-
scale data from a container ship and a tanker have been analysed _and .the 
two methods, spectrum analysis and a s tat is t:kal method, are described. 
Using the equivalent spectru~, predictions of the effect of a change 
of course and estimates of one response from another have been made and 
compared to measuredvalues. The results of these comparisons, which 
are presented graphically and in the form nf correlations between 
measured and predicted values, are discussed with respect to error 
sources and factors which limit the method's applicability. 
The accuracy in predicting one· response from another was found to be 
higher the closer the correlation between the responses, and correct 
estimations of the relative heading and the angular energy distribution 
of the wave system were found to be of importance. 
Theoretical calculations of ship responses to irregular waves have been 
made by linear superposition of transfer functions and wave spectra and 
a new way of extrapolating the transfer functions is described·. 
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INTRODUCTION· 
Optimal operation of any ship in heavy weather is ,governed by considerat:iion 
of three main factors, safety, :economy and comfort. These are not 
necessarily .of opposing nature as safe operation wh:kh leads to minimum 
damage to the ship, cargo and. crew is good economy. When consideration 
of safety, however, leads to unnecessary time loss, by maintaining 
too low speed or ·navigating excessive distances., the operation is not 
the -most economic possible. The responsibiHty for the .operation of 
the ship· lies with the captain whose actions are based on experience and 
judgement of the conditions. 
With the increase of ship sizes and speeds has come an increasing interest 
in shipborne instrumentation which, in heavy weather, would assist 
captains of such ships in the increasingly difficult decision making 
concerning the safe operation of the ship. Such instruments -may· monitor 
and display various parameters such as motions, accelerations, stresses, 
etc. which may be. difficult for the captain to assess, and on which .he 
may wish to base his decisions. A further obvious development would be 
an instrument which could also give some guidance on what actions, such 
as a change of ·speed or course, would be most favourable un·der the given 
circumstances. For such a system it is, however, necessary to have 
information not on·ly about the ship's response to the sea, but also 
about the actual sea itself, with respect to wave height, wave period 
and wave direction. 
It is the aspect of deriving information about the sea from a moving 
ship which has been the objective of the investigation presented in 
this paper, and it shoulJd thus :be seen as an exploration into one small 
but important area of the total complex of operation of ships in heavy 
weather and associated instrumentation systems. 
1. 
This paper consists of six chapters and an appendix, of which the first 
three chap-ters contain ;most of the· theoretical concept and the next 
.three applications of the theory and discussion of the results. 
·The first chapter contains a short review of research ·concerning 
ships 1 responses· to confused seas in general and presents some recent 
approaches to shipborne warning and guidance instrumentation systems. 
Chapter two gives the theoretical background for calculatl.on of ship 
responses to confused seas, based on superposition of wave spectra 
and transfer functions • 
. In chapter three a·method is prooosed for deriving information about 
. . . 
the sea from a moving ship and may be seen as the core on which the 
following investigations are based. It is described how a response 
of a snip is used to derive an "equivalent wave spectrum" which may be 
used for predicting other responses or the effects of a change of the 
ship's speed and heading. 
In chapter four, the method described in chapter three is tested on 
measurements made on a containership. Comparisons are made between 
a measured wave spectrum and "equivalent wave spectra" derived from 
two different ship responses and between recorded and predicted values .. 
In chapter five the method is tested on recordings from a tanker. It 
is al!so described how the recordings have been analysed in two different 
ways, by spectrum analysis and a simple statistical method. 
Chapter six finally, is a discussion of results from the investigations. 
A great deal of effort has gone into the design of all the computer 
programs used for the project. The theory and the various formulae 
2. 
utB:ized in the programs are to .lie found in the ·text· and s·chemat:i:c 
flow diagrams are included in the appendices. Listings of the .programs 
have, <however, been excluded as they would on·ly repres·ent one pos·sible 
design rather than .an optimum solution. Most of .the programs were 
written in F.ortran IV and executed on an ICL 1905A computer but BASIC 
was also used for some programs run on an ICL 2003. 
Figures are included as close as possible to the text from which they 
are referred. Formulae and tables· are riumbered in such a: way that the 
first digit refers to the chapter number and following the dot is 
the order number for that chapter. Numbers· in square brackets· refer 
to the list of references at the end. 
3. 
CHAPTER 1 
INSTRUMENTATION AS AN AID 'FOR OPER,ATION; OF." SHIPS "IN -HEAVY WEATHER. 
In comparison with the rapid ,progress made in other scientific ·areas 
such as aviation,, e·]ectronics, etc, during the last century; the long 
traditions and the empirical methods used in ship design have earned nava·l 
I 
architecture a reputation of being a conservative science governed by 
the rule of thumb, The reason. for using ·empirical rules in 
ship design in spite of the improved methods for calculating stresses 
and deflections in various constructions, is the difficulty of 
determining the actual loads and forces caused by the sea which 
the ship must be designed to withstand. 
Full scale measurements have been made in order to establish 
the load variations the ship's hull is subjected to at sea, .but it 
was the statistical approach, pioneered by St. Denis and Pierson in 
1953 [1], which, by outlining a new method for calculation of ship 
behaviour in irregular waves, sparked off the intense research in hydro-
dynamics and oceanography which has led. to the rapid development of ship 
design during the last few decades. One of the difficulties-in ship design 
today is, according to Bennet [2) , to keep the balance of knowledge 
within the three steps of a·ll structural design: the de termination of 
the load, the ca·lculation of the response, and the choice of adequate 
strength, expressed .by stress and'/or deflectio.n criteria. Introduction 
of digital computers and refined methods for stress ana·lysis has called 
for increased knowledge of wave loads and ship responses, and many 
projects have been carried out in order to verify and improve on the 
theoretical methods of predicting ships i behaviour at sea, such as 
[3-16). Effects of ship speed, wave direction, wave heights, wave 
periods, angular energy spread etc. have been studied. The research has 
4. 
led· to the di:stributions of response values having been determined, 
methods for short-term and long-term predictions developed, etc •. , but 
there are still problems waiting to be solved. 
There are also arguments put forward cl•aiming the naval architects 
are too traditional in their approach and methodolo-gy., such as the ri:gid 
body concept which means that vibrations are treated separately from 
the motions of the rigid body. A more fundamental approach, which does 
not make such a distinction but where the ship is treated as a vibrating 
flexible body, is advocated by Bishop and Price [17-19],. 
Even if the wave loads and the ship's response to them could be fully 
determined the ship would, for economic reasons, still be designed 
with the assumption that it would be handled in a seamanlike manner at 
sea. This means that the officers are· expected to take evasive actions 
when necessary in order to reduce wave loads in extreme weather conditions. 
Investigations such as [20-23] have been carried out with the objective of 
finding operational lim:Lts for various types of ships in rough weather, 
either as evaluations of various design parameters, or as guidelines for 
safer ship operation. It should be remembered that there are no specific 
limits below which the safety of the ship is· assured. as both the loads 
from the waves and the strength of the ship are statistical variables 
for which any va·lues are possible, although with different probabilities. 
What can be achieved by appropriate actions is an increase of the 
probability of the wave induced loads being less than the strength of 
the ship. 
Out of the many-projects of full scale measurement of various ship 
responses, involving installations of sensors, gauges, processors, 
s. 
recorders, etc"" grew the idea of disp·l'aying. the ·measured responses 
on ,the navigation bridge as an aid' for the officers when judging the 
severity of the forces acting on :the ship. The value of ·such assistance 
to .the ship operators would be higher for the larger ships on which the 
punishment the ship re·ceives from the sea may be difficul.'t to appreciate 
from the bridge. Instrumentation giving ·this kind of assistance is 
usually referred to as a "hull-surveillance" or heavy weather warning system. 
Interest in such systems has been shown by the classification societies 
and it is possible that some kind of system for monitoring of and 
warn~ng against wave loads may be required on certain types of ships 
in the future. As well as warning the captain against dangerous load 
levels and so reducing ·the risks of damage, an instrumentation system 
could also be ·used to collect records of response values over long 
periods of time which may be used for assessing the risks of fatigue 
damage. 
Descriptions of various surveillance sys terns may be found in references 
[29-34]. The desi'gn and number of responses measured vary between the systems 
but measurement of longitudinal midship stress and vertical accel!eration 
at one or more positions is usually incorporated. The gradual develop-
ment of a system from a simple unii: with analog display and alarms to 
computer orientated system with guidance facilities has been described 
in several· papers by Lindemann (24-29]. Hoffman and Lewis [34] have 
made a detailed survey of eight sys,tems which have been used as parts of 
various research .projects and which may be commercially available. 
The characteristics of the instruments were evaluated with respect to 
the following eleven parameters: 
responses considered, sensors used, display units, transmission of 
signals, processing, input-output capabilities, ca'l'ibration, alarms, 
guidance data for manoeuvring, reliability and cost. As they found a 
6. 
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great variation in the de~ign and capabilities of. the sys·tems•, Hoffman 
and Lewis give specifi'cations· for a. recommended ·heavy weather damage 
avoidance system. A summaty of their proposal is given be•low. 
Sensors - midship s.train gauges·, 1 port and 1 s·tarboard, to give 
indication of the combined effect of the static still water load, the 
slowly varying wave load and the high frequency dyn·amic loads. 
Accelerometers - 1 vertical and 1 lateral located at critical points, to 
give indication of the combined wave-induced motions of heave., pitch 
and roll. Deflection senS'Ors consisting of 1-5 strain gauges located 
under the forecastle deck to monitor local wave pres·sures or the 
effects of water shipped on deck. Display - a self-contained display 
unit providing information about the current &tat us of various· responses 
displayed on needle gauges· with warning and danger levels· indicated. 
Permanent records of the various· respons-es. 
Alarms - Both audio and visual with two levels warning and danger. 
Guidance - Graphical presentation of the variation of responses· with 
sea state, ship. speed, and heading relative to the waves. Alternatively, 
an interactive computer system responding to input information of ship 
speed, heading etc. 
At the time of their investigation they did not find any of the systems 
conformed to all their criteria, but concluded that the EDO systems· [ 33) 
was most readily adaptable to meet their specifications. It was at the 
time the only available system incorporating guidance informati'on for 
the selection of alternative speeds and headings. Since then other 
systems based on mini computers have become available [ 29, 30, 32], 
For comparison, a summary of the features of some recent systems are 
given here. 
7. 
"HWDAS, The Heavy Weather Damage !\voidance System" ~~33]. 
comprises a por,t and starboard strain-gauge sensor which ,measures 
longitudinal stresses in the :hull. The system of midship gauges is 
aimed at a general indication of the severi'ty of the sea, as well as 
specific vertical and lateral bendi·ng moment responses. Vertical 
motions such as :heave and: pitch are represented by an accelerometer at 
the bow and lateral motions are measured by ,an accelerometer at the 
deck side. Slamming or shipping of water are claimed ,to be "detected 
and analysed" without description of how this is achieved. Coverage 
of additional responses may be included, either measured directly 
or "calculated in a computer". Such "calculations" are results from 
theoretical calculations, stored in the computer. The software modules 
give two separate modes of guidance labelled as "the maximum response 
prediction program" and "the manoeuvring ana·lysis module". It is 
further claimed that "by inputting the wind speed, relative heading 
and forward speed, the navigator is able to determine the amount of 
change necessary in speed and/or heading l.n order to reduce the response 
by a required amount". This guid'ance process is not explicitly 
described, but it seems likely that the input wind speed is used 
for determination of a· wave spectrum which is used for the predictions. 
The "Auto Ship-bridge Motions monitor" [32] 
is a system similar to HWDAS and comprises accelerometers for measuring 
vertical acceleration at the bow as welt" as rolling and pitching angles. 
A strain gauge is "employed for assessing wave load". As an option 
there is a computer bas.ed prediction facility which claims to predict 
"hull motions, including vertical acceleration .of the bow". and 
"anticipated deck wetness". The operator is to set "wave length, 
wave height, direction, ship speed and ballast conditions by means of 
digital switches". The information about the wave system is presumably 
to be ·gathered by visual observations • 
. Norcontrols "WEDAR" :i!s a hull surveillance system as outlined in:[ 26].. 
Monitoring of vertical acceleration of the bow and the port and starboard 
' 
midship stresses are included. Prediction facilities are not included 
but a "trend indicator" shows the change of responses with time. In 
[ 29], Lindemann· describes "a second generation system" which "performs 
global and local surveillance, carries out trend analysis and predictions, 
watches the roll motion and performs as a tour recorder". Predictions 
are made by estima-tion of the wave system from the motion of the ship. 
The "Hull Monitoring System (HMS)" described in [ 30] comprises a computer 
and "computes, analyses and displays draught and trim, stability, hull 
stress, slamming, cargo lashing force and flooding"·. The system gives 
alarms when various predetermined values are exceeded, but any prediction 
facilities are not included, 
It is important to realize that any prediction by an instrumentation 
system can on•ly be at best as good as the input information about the 
wave system. The obvious dilemma is the conflict between the advantages 
to be gained from a guidance system and the great difficulties in 
obtaining accurate information about the wave system. 
At the outset of this project it was feit unsatisfactory to have to re•ly 
on visual observations of the sea for any predictions· and after consultations 
with Dr. Goodman and Mr. Taylor of Lloyds Register of Shipping ft was· decided 
to investigate a method whereby the ship's motions are utilized to define a 
wave spectrum. The method which is outlined in [ 35) and will be fully 
described in chapter 3 was conceived by Rask and the author at Chalmers 
University of Technology when comparing calculated and measured ships responses 
and found this to be simplified by utilizing the fact that respons-e periods 
are affected by the periods of the existing wave system only and not by 
9. 
the wave height. As .visual estimates of the sea with respect to wave 
height, period, etc. from a moving ship .are surprising•ly dHHcult to make, 
even in good visibility., it would be regarded as ·an important improvement 
on the predicting facilities if they could be made superfluous. The 
periods of the ship's responses as well as their magnitude would be needed 
and1 the possibility of predicting unmoni tared responses as well as est:imates 
of results of actions in advance were to be investigated. It is interesting, 
therefore, to note that the same approach has, since thi$ project began, 
been presented in [ 29] and instruments utilizing the method are presently 
being evaluated in several ships. [ 29] is also one of the very few pub-
lications which include mention of response periods as well as response 
values. 
The idea· of estimating the sea state from the ship's motions appears ·to have 
been used in [ 23] to estimate the wave height at the time of measurements, 
although the procedure is not described. in that paper. 
Even though instruments which monitor and display various responses are 
of value to the navigators, a system which could also give· reliable guidance 
on how to maneouvre the ship through an area of .bad weather, is believed 
to be of great importance as a complement to ordinary weather routing where 
the objective is to minimize the number of encounters with bad weather 
areas. A captain could then, for. instance, consult the system as to 
when and by how much the speed could be increased after having weathered 
out a storm, or, facing bad weather, work out in advance whether ·to avoid 
it by changing course and maintaining speed or whether to slow down and 
steer through the bad area. If the true sea state could be successfully 
detected from the ship's motions this would be of value to the weather 
routing organisations as improved feedback to their predictions could be 
obtained. 
10. 
CHAPTER 2 
THEORY 
The. foH:owing .. investigation of the use of the ship as a wavebuoy is 
based on a comparison .between: actual measured motions of the ship 
travelling in an unknown seaway and theoretically calcu·lated motions 
in defined wave spectra. This section gives a short review of the 
long established methods for calculation of a ship's responses to 
irregular waves which have been employed for this project. 
Ship responses in irregular waves 
In 1953 the oceanographer W.X. Pierson and the naval architect ·M. St. 
Denis presented a famous paper [1] in which they made the assumption 
that "the sum of the responses of a ship to a number of simple sine 
waves is equal to the response of the ship to the sum of the waves", 
This was a novel idea which for the. first time outlined a method 
whereby ships behaviour in; and response to, irregular waves could 
be calculated, It sparked off intensive research both in the field 
of naval architecture, for which it was seen as a tool for improved 
design criteria,· and in the field of oceanography in order to supply 
realistic wave spectra. The concept has been commonly accepted since 
and is a standard procedure today, see for instance [36-39]. Dis-
crepancies between theory and full scale measurements are generally 
ascribed to insufficient knowl:edge about the .actual wave spectr.um 
and/or unsatisfactory response ·amplitude operators (RAO' s) which re-
present the ship's response to the individual sine waves in the wave 
spectrum. 
Wave spectrum 
"Modern research on wind-generated waves may be said to have started 
with the first measurements and analysis of ocean wave spectra in 
1948 by Barber and Ursell, to have risen to a considerable peak of 
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activ:i:ty in the_years around 1960, and then to have steadily 
declined in quantity, H not in quality, to the present day", 
quoted from Cartwright [40], who further states: 
"Understanding of the mechanisms of wave generation 1by wind, has 
made great progress since the total inadequacy of some 20 years 
ago, but the mechanisms are now seen to be so complex that 
realistic wave forecasting can only be attempted on nationa,l 
funding". 
One of the most important contributions to naval architecture 
from the oceanographers' research is that of describing a seaway 
by means of a wave spectrum, from which certain statistical 
parameters such as the significant wave height and the mean period 
can be deduced. This is based on the assumption that the irregular 
wave pattern that makes up the sea surface consists of an infinitely 
large number of regular sinusoidal waves superimposed on each other, 
each component having its own frequency, amplitude and phase. 
The surface elevation at one point as a function of time S(t) can 
then be expressed: 
i=l 
where a. = amplitude for component wave with frequency w. 
l l 
a. 
l 
phase displacement " 11 " 11 w. l 
and where a. is random and evenly distributed over the interval 0,211 
l 
The mean value of each component = 0 and the variance 
the energy of a gravitational wave is E = ~ a2PgbA 
where a = wave amplitude 
b breadth of wave 
A wave length 
Pg specific weight of water 
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2 
a.. As 
l 
2 
the energy per ·unit area• is .proportional to ~a i.e. the variance. 
The variance of the function S ( t) is the sum of the var-iances 
for .ali the, components, and a diagram of ~ a~ as· ·a function of w 
1 
gives a representation of the energy dis.tr:i!bution over the 
components ,making up S{t-}.. ·With the number of components approaching 
inf:i!ni ty the energy spectrum Sw(w) can be defined as: 
2 
a. 
1 
dw 
where Sw(w) 1s a continuous function so that the total energy of the 
wave system is E = 
2 
where a variance 
00 . 2 ( Sw(w) dw = a 
'"'o 
of the surface elevation. 
This means that for a period of time short enough for the wave 
surface to be regarded as a stationary ergodic random process, 
usually accepted to be 1n the order of 20-30 min, the wave system 
can be represented by such a wave spectrum. Because of factors 
such as wind speed, duration, fetch and previous weather conditions 
the wave spectra representing the sea vary from time to time and 
place to place. For theoretical computational purposes, however, 
it is practical to use a mathematically defined spectrum which 
will be representative of a typical seaway. This has been an 
area for extensive research foi the last 30 years and various types 
of spectra have been proposed [41-48]. 
The parameters defining the spectrum vary. between the proposals 
but they are generally the wind speed, wave height, wave period or 
combinations of these. 
The wave spectrum used in this project 1s of Pierson-Moskowitz 
type [42] and will b.e referred to as the P-'M spectrum. It can be 
expressed in_a general form as: 
13. 
I. 
5 -B/w4 
'fiw(w) = A'/w e 
where Si.j(w) is the spectrum ordinate at frequency w. 
(2.:() 
A and B are constants which are related to the spectrum's moments,. 
The n:,th .moment is defined 
m 
nw 
ro 
( ! wn Sw(w) dw 
J 
0 
and with (2,1) 
A/4B x Bn/4 m 
nw 
ro 
where r(t) -x t-1 e x dx is the Gamma function. 
0 
From this: 
m 
0 
A/4B, the area under the spectrum 
A/4 lrr/B 
ro 
It can be shown, see for example [38]that for a random process a mean 
zero up-crossing frequency can be defined from the moments so that 
and A and B can then be expressed: 
Substitution into (2 .1) gives 
(2.~ 
This represents a one-dimensional spectrum describing long crested 
sea where all wave components travel in the same direction. 
In reality, however, the waves usually are shortcrested due to 
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various wave components travelling in different'directions. A 
spectrum containing information about such directional variation 
i's called two-dimensional and is, more ·Complicated to obtain from 
measurements, As is the .case for the shape of the spectrum the 
directional properties vary from observation. to observati:on 
[49-53] so that it is practical for theoretical calculations to 
use some standard·:itzed functions which will describe the directional 
distribution of wave components, Several such functions have 
been proposed, a summary of which can be found in[54] , using the 
assumption that all frequencies have the same directional distribution 
and are symmetrical with respect to the main wave direction. This 
1s, of course, not necessarily the case in real seas where 
for instance newly created 1dnd,~avesmay travel in a direction 
different to old swell remaining from a previous storm. But unless 
one is concerned with the situation at a specific location at a 
certain time a general spread function 1s useful. Apart from un1-
directional sea, i.e. no energy spread, the following two distribu-
tions have been used for this project, and will henceforth be 
referred to as spread function 1 and 2 respectively: 
2 2/n cos ~ -n/2~~~ n/2 
1/n cos 2 (~ /2) 
( 2. 3) 
( 2. 4) 
where ~ is the angle of a wave component measured from the symmetry 
axis, i.e. the main wave direction. Both fulfil the necessary 
condition: 
s 
-y 
1 
(2.5) 
where y n/2 and n respectively. 
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A two dimensional spectrum can then be expressed as 
S (w,~) = S ·(w)f(~) 
w w 
and the n:·th moment 
m 
nw 
"' 
y 
J 
0 -y 
wnS (w) f(~) d~dw 
w 
Response amplitude operators 
(2 .6) 
(2. 7) 
The response amplitude operator (RAO) refers to a ship's 
response to regular waves at a certain heading, speed and loading 
conditions. For each wave length the response amplitude has 
been shown to be approximately proportional to the wave amplitude 
when not too large, for many types of responses, such as bending 
moments, motions and acceleration so that the RAO's can be 
expressed in a non dimensional form with respect to the wave 
amplitude. For example the RAO's Yp·and YR 
pitch ~I (2rra/>.) 
roll ~/(2rra/J.) 
where ~ and ~ are the pitch and roll angle amplitudes respectively 
and obtained 1n a regular wave with amplitude a and frequency ~ 1 
and where ('i.rra/"A) is the slope of such a wave. Similarly; for 
vertical acceleration 
2 
YA = RA/aw 
2 
where aw 1.s the vertical acceleration of the wave. 
The RAO's may be obtained from model experiments, either by repeated 
tests in regular waves of varying lengths or by a "transient wave" 
consisting of several waves generated so as to coincide at a given 
point. Another alternative is by calculation of a ship's response 
to regular ~aves based on hydrodynamic equations describing the 
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ship·' s motions [39] . By determining the ship's response to a 
wide range of wave lengths or frequencies a continuous function 
Y(w)<, often referred to as the "transfer function", may be formed. 
The function is often given as a function of wavelength, A to 
ship length L, Y(X/1). 
The RAO's are dependent on the ship's heading towards the waves, 
its speed and the loading conditi'on. Keeping the latter two 
constant the transfer function can be expressed as a function of w 
and heading a. 
Strip theory is regarded as giving reliable information about the 
ship's response in head and bow sea whereas quartering and 
following seas cause difficulties which have not been 
mastered to the same degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, most 
available computer programs for strip calculations do give values 
for headings smaller than 90°, (head sea being =180°). The 
problems encountered when dealing with following seas seem to be 
due to the awkward frequencies of encounter experienced in these 
conditions. The frequency of encounter w is the rel'ative wave 
e 
frequency as experienced by a ship which itself is moving. For 
gravity waves the speed .of propagation C is C = g/w 
so the frequency of encounter can be expressed: 
w =·w(l- Uw cosS) 
e g 
where w absolute wave 
u = speed of the 
frequency 
ship 
s = heading relative to the direction 
(180° = opposite direction to the 
g constant of gravity 
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( 2. 8 
of wave 
waves) 
propagation 
0 0 
·From· this definition it can be seen that for 90· <6:;:180 , cos 6 
is negative and thus w always positive. However, 1n conditions 
e 
0 0 
where 0• ::>6<90 , cos 6 is positive and w can obtain negative· 
.. e 
as well as ·positive and zero values depending on the speed U; so that: 
w >0 for U cos 6<g/w 
e 
w 0 for U cos 6 = g/w 
e 
w <0 for U cos 6>g/w 
e 
As can be seen from equation ( 2. 8) there is one unique va1ue of w 
e 
for every given value of w. The inverse however is not true, and 
it can be shown that for 0°~6~90° and certain combinations of U and 
w three different values o'f w gives the same absolute value of w . 
e 
Two of. these are caused by long waves overtaking the ship. and 
the third from a shorter wave being overtaken by the ship. The 
implications of this were fully described in the paper by St. Denis 
and Pierson[l] . 
The pririciple of linear superposition 
It will be assumed that the ship's response amplitude in regular 
waves is directly .proportional to the wave amplitude so that 
response amplitude = Ya 
where Y = response amplitude operator 
and a amplitude of regular wave 
Then for the wave 
S(t) = a cos w·t 
the response will vary as 
r(t) = Ya cos (wt + a) 
where a phase difference between the wave and the response signal. 
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This is only true, however, when the ship is stationary or 
travel'l'ing in a ·direction perpendicular to the direction •of the 
wave propagation; because the sh:ip is not excited· by the absolute 
wave frequency but. by the frequency of encounter, So •the response 
signal is 
r(t) = Ya 
where w 
e 
cos (w t + a) 
e 
Uw 
= w(l- -- cos a) g as before 
and a = the phase between the wave encounter frequency and the 
response frequency. 
Following the assumption of Pierson and St. Denis, the response 1n 
irregular waves is the sum of responses to the regul:ar wave 
components and a response spectrum can be defined in analogy with the 
wave spectrum: 
\--, 
) 
L, 
dw 
e 
1 ( Y. )2 2 a. 
1 1 
with the wave spectrum defined as 
r-·- 2 s (w ) dw a. 
w e e 1 
. I 
dw 
e 
it follows that 
SR (w ) = Y2 (w ) S (w ) 
e e w e 
The n :.th moment 1s 
00 00 
~n ( w n y 2 (w ) S (w ) dw e e w e e 
I 
0 0 
(2. 9 ) 
The encounter wave spectrum can be found by transformation of the 
wave spectrum and allowing for the conservation of energy: 
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s {w ) dw = s, {w) dw 
w e e -w 
or 
s (we) s (w)/ldwel w w 
, dw 
where dw l - 2Uw cos a is the Jacobian 
e g 
dw 
so that 
S (w ) • S (w)/{l _ 2Uw cosa 
w e w , g ; 
From this it can be seen that S (w ) has an infinite valtie for 
w e 
w • g/2U cos a corresponding to 
w = g/4u cos a 
e 
which makes the evaluation of the integral difficult. 
One possible way to overcome this problem can be fo_und 1n [38] 
and the approach employed here follows similar lines. 
A wave spectrum expressed as a function of w as 1n (2.2 ) has a 
shape when plotted which varies according to the selected value of 
w2• A small value of w2 gives a narrow shape with a sharp peak 
whereas a large value makes it wide and shallow. Numerical integra-
tions of spectra expressed in such a form should thus be made 
carefully and the increments selected with respect to w2• For this 
reason it is an advantage if the spectrum is expressed in a 
non-dimensional form. Furthermore, it was shown in [55] that if the 
spectrum is of Pierson Moskowitz type and both the spectrum and the 
transfer function are functions of logarithmic values, a change of 
spectrum period results in a linear shift of the spectrum along 
the abscissa with respect to the transfer function. For example, if 
the spectrum is a function of ln (A/A 2) where 
20. 
A. 2 = 2TTg m /.m2 OW. W 
.. and the .transfer function of ln (A.}L) where L length of the shi~, 
then 
Equadon ( 2. 9 ) can now be expressed: 
( 2. 10 ) 
- "" 
where S (ln A./A. ) = S (w) I I d ln (A./A.2) I 
w 2 w dw 
which with Id l:w (A./A.2) I I d lnCwzlw>
2 
= 2 gives 
dw .w 
s (ln A./A. 2) w s (w) ( 2.11 ) w 2 w 
By using the following relationship for deep water waves: 
w = .,t2 TTgfA 
and further 
w2 lm27m0 
T2 12TTA. zl g 
so that from 
and by putting 
equation (2.11) becomes 
I 2m s (ln A. A. 2) = ~ 
( 2 .12) 
e 
TT 
having a peak at 
X = ln fii 
Furthermore 
21. 
can now be rewritten so that w 
e 
w = w(l 
e 
Uw 
g cos a) =./ 2~8 u~ cos a) = 
I~ 
\ .A 2 
r; 
v~ 
2TT >.2 ( T2 
.A 
Equation ( 2.10) 
00 
,. 
I 
I 
for heading a 
( 1 
1 -
can 
or with x = ln (.A /.A 2) 
2TTU j i-; cos a) = gT2 \· >: 
2TTU ,---· 
cos a) gT2 >.2 
.A 
now be written 
and Z 
2 . 
= ln (.A/L) = X + ln (gT2 /2TTL) 
cos~ n 
·-
-nx/2 
e ( 1- 2TTU e-x/2 cosa)n Y2 (Z) S (x) dx ~2 w 
n As (2TT/T2) is a constant finally: 
00 
= ( e -nx/2 (l _ 2TTU e -.x/2 
j gT2 )
n 2 
cos a Y (Z) Sw(x) dx ( 2 .13 ) 
- 00 
So far it has been assumed that the sea is unidirectional and the ship 
is travelling in a direction a relative to the wave direction. As 
Y(Z) is the transfer function for this heading, it should strictly 
be denoted Y(z,a). 
For shortcrested sea it was assumed in equation ( 2.6 ) that the energy 
spread is independent of the frequency so that a two dimensional 
spectrum could be expressed 
S (w,~) = S (w) f (~) 
w w 
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I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
which makes equation· ( 2.13) for short crested' sea: 
y CO 
' ~~ \ -nx/2 e ( 
! 
I -eo 
(2.14) 
·where fl = main wave direction 
J.l component wave direction 
y integration limit depending on the spread function used 
x = ln (>../>. 2) 
Z ln (J.. /L) 
U ship speed 
Tz = mean wave period (=211 lm 7m2 ) ow w 
and f()J) = the energy spread function. 
In .analogy with the mean wave period r 2 a mean response period r 2R 
can be defined as: 
( 2. 15 ) 
The broadness of a spectrum is represented by the spectrum width 
parameter E such that: 
( 2. 16 ) 
By putting 
for heading fl in equation ( 2. 14 ) equations 
( 2.15) and ( 2.16) can be expressed: 
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Practical applications 
The expression in equation ( 2.14 ) can be numerically evaluated 
using a computer and the integration performed .as a summation 
..., 
according to: 
y 
MnR(a) =. \ 
L.J 
IJ=-y 
-nx/2 ( 211U -x/2 \n . 2. I 
e 1- T e cos(a+IJ)\ Y (Z,a+IJ)S (x)llx g2 . I w _j 
(2.17 ) 
ll +l!IJ 
where F(IJ) = (2 j f (w) d11 = 
and c1 , c2 represents the range of summation. 
For spread function 1: 
F(IJ) = 1/211 (21! + sin 21!) , y = 11/2 
and for spread function 2: 
F(IJ) = 1/211 (IJ + sin IJ) , y = 11 
If the expression within brackets in equation. ( 2.17) is set to 
N (a+IJ) the equation becomes: 
,:t -
MnR(a) F(IJ) N(a+IJ) 
IJ=-y 
and it can be seen that for 1J = 0 and F(IJ) = 1 
MnR (a) = N 0!) 
which is the moment for heading a in longcrested sea. It is practical, 
therefore, to start by calculating N(a) for all a between 0 and 11 
for which there are available transfer functions and then apply the 
spread function desired. This saves some computations since 
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N (a+ll') = N (2n-(a+j.i)) due to syuunetry between starboard and port. 
For this proJect transfer functions for 1'3 headi~gs. between 0° and 
180p 'have been used so that llll = TT/12. 
The spectrum in 
S (w) 
w 
4 4 m
0
w2 
5 TT W 
can be transformed to be a function of ln ("A/'>.. 2) such that 
S (ln X/A2) = s (w)/'l.'d ln("A/'>..2) 
w w dw 
and from 
ln (>. l>. 2) = ln (w2 /w) 
2 
the Jacobian Id ln (>. />. ) I = 
dw 2 
so that 
s (ln >./71 2) 2 m . . 4 w 0 W2 ' 
TT --w; 
and by putting 
ln (>./71 
2
) . 2 X = ln (w2/w) 
S . (x) 2m 2x -_!_(e2x) = 0. e 
w e TT 
TT 
2 
w 
- 1 ./ w2 ) e -1 TT -
\ w 
= 2m 2x-l 
0 e 7T 
7T 
4 
2x 
e (2. .18 ) 
T.he area under the spectrum m is usually related to the significant 
0 
waveheight, the mean of the highest one third of the waves, so that 
H 1/3 = 4 lii1 
0 
If, however, m in (2 .18) is set at one (m = 1) then the response 
0 0 
value can be directly related to the wave system in such a way that 
a response value on a certain probabil'ity level corresponds to a 
wave height on the same .probability level. In this respect the 
response values have been referred to the significant waveheight and are 
hence to be taken as significant response/significant waveheight. 
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It ·should be noted that as '"waveheight" is doub,le amplitude, trough 
to crest, the response value is also double amplitude. 
The. summation over x should be made so that an appropriate range of 
the spectrum is covered and wavelengths of interest are included. The· 
spectrum .decays slowly for negative x values and much more rapidly 
for positive, which makes the negative summation limit awkward to 
decide on. It was decided, however,· that a summation over x = -4 to 2 
with an increment of 0.1 would be satisfory. This gives 
m 
0 
0.999903, T2 1.0055, £ = 0.8034 
Extension of the range by 33% to X = -6 to 2 would 
T2 = 1.0008, £ = 0.8676 which is an improvement of 
8% respectively. The exact values are m = 
0 
1, T2 
give m 
0.01%, 
= 1 and 
0 
= 0.999998, 
0.47% and 
£ = 1. 
The width parameter £ shows the biggest improvement of 8% but the use 
of £ is restricted to a correction factor for the significant response 
value in /1- £ 2/2 which improves by 3%. The relatively small gain 
in accuracy was not judged to justify a 33% increase in computer time. 
The range of wavelengths covered by x -4 to 2 are, for example, 
A = 0.26m - 104m for T2 = 3 sec 
and A = 11.4m - 4615m for T2 = 20 sec. 
where the peak of the spectrum ~s at 25m and ll07m respectively. 
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The RAO' s or transfer functions were provided' for >../L = 0.05 to 2 ..• 55 
with an increment of 0.05 for the tanker and 'A/L = 0.1 to 5.1 with 
increment of O·.l for the containership. In Figure ( 1 ) can be seen 
the rei: a tive range of spectrum and' the transfer functions for the 
.tanker .fo_r some mean wave periods, 1t is clear that if the summation 
over the range of the spectrum is co'nstant, the transfer functions must 
be extrapolated outside the range for which they are given. 
Nordenstrllm [54] has given asymptotic functions for various 
transfer functions in a non-dimensional form and shown the implica-
tions of this when calculating short and long term response values. 
A similar approach which was easily included into the computer 
program has been used for this project. The responses which were 
calculated are listed in Table(2.l)together with their asymptotic 
values for small and large 'A/L values, 
TABLE 2.1 
Asymptotic. values for non-dimensional RAO's 
Response Non-dimensional form small 'A/L large 'A/L 
Pitch P/(27Ta/'A) 0 I cos 6 I 
!Roll R/(21Ta/'A) 0 I cos· <~-6)1 : 
!Vertical 2 1:* 
acceleration A/(aw ) 0 
!Relative I RM/a 1 0 !motion ; 
* It should be noted here that the vertical acceleration is that of 
2 2 2 the encounter wave so that aw = a(w - Uw cos 6/g) when evaluating 
the actual value. 
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Fig. 1 
The relative range of wave spectrum and transfer functions for 
different wave periods and A/L • 0.05 to 2.55. 
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In order to avoid too much of a 'jump' between the l'ast available 
RAO value and the asymptotic value, a regression line was formed 
from the last three RAO values .and used as an extension of the 
transfer function for large "AlL values until the asymptotic value 
was reached. The regression line was of the form: 
b Y = a x 
where b 
E·(ln x.)(ln y.)'-
1 1 
( E ln x.) (E ln y.) In 
1 1 
= 
E(ln. x.)2 (E ln x. )2 /n 
1 1 
f El: xi] I nn y. b 1 
n 
a = exp 
n = 3 
x. J../L for the last three RAO values and 
1 
y. the last three RAO values 
1 
The effect of this is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. 
Significant values and expected max values 
The many recordings of wave cond:ltions at sea have revealed that the 
surface elevation at.one point as.a function of time S(t) closely 
follows the Normal or Gaussian distribution. The same distribution 
can usually be applied for many response variations with time, 
exceptions being for example, vertical bending moments where sagging 
moments tend to be larger than hogging. For most engineering purposes 
however, it is of interest to know the distribution of maxima rather 
than the elevation in order to predict wave heights or response 
amplitudes that can be expected. Short term distributions and the 
max values· that can be expected within 20-30 minutes are of interest to 
29. 
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Fig. 2 
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Bridging of the gap between the transfer function and the asymptote 
by a power function. 
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the captain when manoeuvring his ship in a storm, whereas long term 
distributions of maxima, in the order of 20 years, are of interest 
to the designer of ships and other structures exposed to wave loads, 
In this project the short term situations only will be considered, 
Several investigations have dealt with the distribution of such short 
term maxima in order to find a mathematical expression which closely 
fits measured maxima. Andrew and Price [56) have for instance shown 
how a generalised gamma function can be successfully applied for this 
purpose, when the distribution is known, and extrapolation beyond 
recorded values can be made with some confidence. The method, 
is, however, cumbersome and it is an advantage if a distribution can 
be used which can more easily be defined from the process. 
Based on a work by Rice [57), Cartwi'ight and Longuet-Higgins [58) have 
shown how the distribution of maxima can be estimated from the moments 
of a Gaussian process spectrum. The following expression was obtained: 
f(t) "' -(/2m £
2 
Ee o 
liD ff.ii 
0 
. r-z 
+ t/1-£ 
m 
0 
r 1 + _!_ 
t 2 rz; 
( 2.19) 
2 t 1-£ &~til , 
0 
-x2/2 . I 
e dx 
0 
where t is a local maximum with respect to the mean level and can be 
negative as well as positive. 
z 
( 2 0 for 
-x /2 I e dx =· l ' .fFi /2 
J 
0 
m = the area under spectrum 
0 
z = 0 (£ = 1) 
for z = "' (£ = 0) 
and£= 1'1- m 2/m m the spectrum width parameter sothat 0~£~1. 2 0 4 
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When the process is narrow so. thate:+o it can be seen from (2.19) that 
f.( t"\ .... - r/2m . · <J· = .,e o 
m 
0 
which is the Rayleigh dis.tribution. 
For a wide spectrum on the other hand; so that e:+l. 
' 2 
- ~ /2m 
e •a f.( F;) = 
~.fiT! 
0 
which ts the Gaussian or Normal distribution. 
The shape of f ( F;) in ( 2 .19 ) which is gradually changing from the 
' 
Rayleigh distribution to the Gaussian for increasing e:, can be found 
in [58]. It is often assumed that the response spectrum is narrow 
enough to allow e: = 0 when the probability of a maximUm exceeding a 
value ~ can be found from the Rayleigh distribution as: 
2 
P (~>On) = 1- P(~~m) = 1- (l-e-f~/ 2mo) = 
2 
= e -~m/2mo ( 2. 20 ) 
The often used significant value is defined as the mean of the 
highest one ·third of the maxima so that 
P(~>FJ./3) = 1/3 
and araluation of the mean of the highest one third € 1/3 
.., 
~ 1/3 = 3 ( 
'i 
,J 
~ 1/3 
yields 
1/3 = 2 liil 
0 
2 1_ -~ /2m d e o 
m 
0 
In this report significant values refer to double amplitude so that 
the significant response value R 1/3 is·: 
R 1/3 = 4 ~ 0 .., 
The mean square value ~2 is defined as ~ 2 = ( ~ f ( ~) d ~ 
_.., 
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which for the Rayleigh distribution gives 
l 
or 
For 
= 2, m 
0 
1;1/3 = 
equation 
=m 
0 
so that 
/2 r.2 
(2.19 
f;l/3 "' 2 1.n 
0 
) 
and the response value 
R 1/3 
ref [58] has shown 
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Shipping of green water 
Some of the hazards to a ship operating in rough seas, such as 
shipping of green water and slanoning, can be related to the relative 
motion between the bow of the ship and the sea surface. Slamming 
:i!s normally defined as an event where the bottom of the ship after 
an emergence re-enters the water at a velocity relative to the 
surface exceeding a predetermined value, the so called threshold 
velocity. Such an impact can cause local damage to the plating 
as well as overall stresses of high magnitude, the so called whipping 
stresses. Slamming is normally not experienced by large ,tankers 
with big draughts but due to their size and full form damage to the 
shell plating above the water line due to impacts with the waves 
may be.sustained. This is usually referred to as bow flar~ slamming 
and has been subject to several investigations [59-62]. 
Such damage has been reported :to be inflicted even under conditions 
when the pitching and heaving of the ship are negligible when it appears 
to be caused by waves breaking on to the bow[ 59] 
making it a design problem rather than an operational one. 
In conditions when the ship is pitching and heaving, and thus con-
tributing to the relative motion, the danger of impact damage is 
increased_ and shipping of green water may also be experienced. 
Such situations on the other hand, may be improved by correct 
manoeuvring of the ship. Shipping of green water is understood to 
be an .event where the rel'ative motion amplitude is greater than the 
local freeboard so that the waves come on to the deck and the static 
and dynamic forces from the water masses can cause severe damage 
to the structure and deck fittings. Increasing probability of shipping 
green water would indicate an increasing risk of damaging the ship. 
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If the relative motion is known, the probability of, or risk for, 
shipping of green water may be calcul!ated from the following: 
Let F the local freeboard· 
r = rel!ative motion amplitude. 
m 
or 
q 
2 the variance of relative motion. 
r 
Assume the maxima of the relative motion variation is Rayleigh 
distributed. Then: 
f(r) = r 
m 
or 
-r2/2m 
e or 
so that the probability of shipping green water, i.e. the 
probabili!ty of 
P (r >F) = 1 -
an amplitude being larger 
-F2/2m P (r ~ F) = e or 
than the freeboard r >F 
(2. 21) 
Response values in this report are generally expressed as significant 
response in double amplitude so that for relative motion 
R 1/3 = 4 ~ 
r or 
With this substituted, (2.21 ) becomes: 
- 2 2 
P (r > F) = e-BF /Rr 1/3 
The probability can also be expressed as the relative frequency of 
the event such that 
fs 
fr 
-8F2 /R2 P (r > F) = e r 1/3 
where fs the mean frequency of shipping of water 
fr the mean frequency of the relative motion 
If fr or the mean period of the relative motion is known,--the mean 
time between the events T8 is then 
Ts = TR e8F2/R~ 1/3 
•-•here T - 2 lm /m... may be pred~cted from another response 
w R- 1T 2 L or r 
or evaluated by direct measurements. 
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Shipping of green water may be seen as sequence of events, with 
a mean frequency .of occurrence = fs·, which is l:i!kely to fol!low 
some distribution in time. '0chi [37] has shown good agreement 
between the distribution in time of S'l!amming events and the Poisson 
distribution. lt seems reasonable to assume, as the same statistical 
conditions of the events are fulfilled, that the sequence of 
shipping water follows. the same distribution so that 
P (N = K) = >. K e- >. 
Kt 
where N number of occurrences of the event during a specified 
time T 
K integer 
>. mean number of occurrences of the event 1n time T, so that 
>. c T 
and c = mean frequency of occurrence 
With c = fs, the probability of at least one event occurring within 
the time T = T , the average time, can be found as 
s 
P (N > 0) = 1 - P (N = 0) = 1- e->. 
where >. = fs T 1 
s 
and P (N > 0) = 1 - e-l% 0.63 
Thus the probability of experiencing at least one shipping of 
green water within the time T is about 63%, where T is the mean 
S S 
period from 
T = Tr e8F2/Rr 
s 
1/3 
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CHAPTER 3 
WAVE SPECTRUM DERIVED FROM THE MOTIONS OF A SHIP 
The methods for predicting ships' behaviour in irregular waves have been 
subject to a lot of research and deve·lopment since the. paper by 
·Pierson and St. Denis [1•] was presented and it is generally accepted 
today that for a known seaway many ship responses can be confidently 
predicted by superposition of transfer functions and wave spectra. 
The method is used both for short term predictions, i.e. assessing a 
ship's performance in a particu·lar seaway, and for long term·- predictions 
in order to estimate ;the maximum wave loads and responses that can be 
expected during a ship's service life.. For such purposes, actual 
measured wave spectra or wave spectra of a standardized form may be 
used. 
Comparisons between predicted values and values measured onboard call 
for the wave spectrum at the time of measurement to be known, but 
obtaining it is difficult and often costly, especially a two-dimensional 
spectrum. One method used ~s launching of wave buoys from which the 
information is transmitted either by cables_, in which case the ship 
must be stopped [8) or by radio, in which case the buoy is not always. 
retrieved [14). 
Another is the measurement of the relative motion between the· ship and the 
sea surface by radar or· sonar and after the ship motion components are 
subtracted from the-recording a one dimensional spectrum may be 
obtained. The method is relatively new and few results have been published 
[15,17, 63) For recordings of wav~ height, the Tucker wave 
recorder [64)has been extensively used, especially on weatherships, but 
seems to be less reliable for measurements on moving ships. Attempts 
to use the ship itself as a wave buoy have also .been reported' [65) 
but any results of this are not known to have been published. 
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Equivalent wave spectra 
It 'has already been mentioned that it is of importance to know the 
wave spectrum when comparing ful:l1 scale measurements and 
theoretical predictions. Another context, in which th:i:s a imp or tan t, :i:s 
for shipborne warning instrumentations with prediction and guidance 
ability. If, in a period of heavy weather and severe ship motions, 
an instrument is consulted about what action should be taken in order 
to ease the situation, the wave spectummusi: be known. As there is 
no known simple way of obtaining the wave spectrum from a 
moving ship an alternative approach has been investigated 
in this project. 
Instead of deriving the true wave spectrum at any instant of time, 
the ship's responses are used to derive a wave spectrum of standardized 
shape which is defined by its significant wave height and mean wave 
period, and which would cause the same ship motions as the actual one. 
The two parameter spectra used is of Pierson-Moskowitz type and referred 
to as the "equivalent" wave spectrum. 
The concept is based on the fact that with a very few exceptions, 
response periods calculated for a spectrum of P-M type are monotonous 
functions of the mean wave period and independent of the wave height. 
The procedure for deriving the equivalent wave spectrum is illustrated 
in figure 3. Let figure 3, a, c, e represent the actual case 
so that in: 
a - S (x) is the actual wave spectrum with a mean wave period 
w. 
T 2~ /m 7m2 and spectrum area m w ow w ow 
c - Y(x) is a response transfer function for the actual speed 
and heading 
e - SR(x) is the measured corresponding response spectrum with the 
mean response period TR = 2~ lm
0
R/m2R 
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and area m R 
·O 
Filgures 3 b, d, f, g illustrate the theoretical calcutations so 
that in: 
b = ST(x) is the theoretically defined two ,parameter spectra, each 
with the same area m
0
T but different mean periods TT 
d Y(x) is the same as in c 
f - SRT are the theoretical response spectra such .that 
2 SRT(x) = ST(x) Y (x), each with an area mORT .and a mean 
response period TRT 
g - the mean response periods TRT plotted as a function of the mean 
wave period TT 
h - ratio of response spectrum area and wave spectrum area mORT/m0T 
as a measure of response value per unit wave height, plotted as 
a function of the mean wave period TT 
As the response period is indepe-ndent of wave height, the recorded 
period TR may be used to identify the mean wave period of the "equivalent" 
wave spectrum TTE which would cause the same response period as the 
actual one, as illustrated in figure 3 g. The response value per 
unit wave height is usually not a monotonous function of wave period, 
see 3 h, ~ut having identified the period TTE the theoretical value 
of mORT/mOTE can be found. F-inally, division of the recorded response 
m0R by mORT/mOTE yields the .area mOTE and hence the wave height of 
the equivalent spectrum. 
In this way an equivalent wave spectrum, of a theoretically defined 
shape, with a mean wave period TTE and wave height /mOTE which would 
cause the ship to respond with the same magnitude and period as the 
actual wave spectrum, may be found-. It should be remembered though 
that the objective is not to obtain the true wave spectrum but merely 
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Fig. 3 Derivation of the equivalent spectrum. 
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a :substiitute which may be used for estimating .the effect of a change 
of course and. heading. Utilized in an instrumentation system this 
means that a spectrum derived in this way from a response, say pi:tch, 
at a certain speed and 'heading may be used by the system to estimate the 
pitch response which would be experienced shoul!f the captain decide 
to alter the course and/or the speed. P:rior to any action he could 
thus evaluate the respective advantages of various options open to him. 
As different- responses are sensitive- to different wave components 1n 
the wave system it is· likely that the equivalent wave spectrum 
obtained from each response will be different, unless the 
actual wave spectrum 1s of the same form as the equivalent. In spite 
of this, it would be of interest to know whether a spectrum 
derived from one response could be used for estimation of another, 
here called "cross-prediction", as this would.make it possible to reduce 
the number of responses which would have to be monitored by the in-
strumentation system. it seems likely that such cross-predictions 
could be made between closely correlated responses as they react 
similarly to the sea, but the question is how accurately it could be 
made between uncorrelated responses. 
The success of the method of using an equivalent spectrum for predicting 
purposes is likely to be affected by how accurately the heading towards 
the waves can be estimated, the angular energy spread in the wave 
system and the accuracy of the transfer functions. 
As the P-M spectrum describes a fully developed sea, the described 
method may be expected to be more accurate for heavy weather conditions. 
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INVESTIGATION' I. 
Introduction 
CHAPTER 4 
CONTAINERSHIP 
In order to apply the previously described method of using the ship 
as a "wave buoy" it is necessary to have information about the ship's 
motions in a seaway for both magnitude and period. Although severa•l 
full-scale recordings on various ships have been made by research 
organisations over the last thirty years,, the publi'shed results usually 
contain information about response magnitudes only, leaving out the 
periods. It is also necessary to know the ship's response to known 
wave spectra as predicted by theoretical calculations. 
The kind co-operation of Lloyds Register of Shipping made available this 
type of information for full-scale measurements on a containership. 
A full description of this full-scale trial, which was a joint project 
between Lloyds Register of Shipping and the Swedish Ship Research Foundation, 
can be found in reference [ 8, 9, 10] . Even though this· 36,000 tonnes , 28 
knot containership is not a VLCC it presents many other important problems 
with respect to operation in heavy weather due to its high speed and 
deck cargo and is likely to benefit at least as much as a VLCC from a 
reii'able warning instrumentation. Because the actua-l wave spectrum was 
recorded _during measurement an opportunity was found to compare the 
"equivalent spectrum" with the true one and hence to ~valuate the ship's 
ability to act as a "wave buoy". 
Figure (4 ) shows -the manoeuvres carried out during a set of measurements 
and it is the recordings from leg 7 which have been subject to some 
detailed analysis here. 
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Start of 
manoeuvre 
Fig. 4 . 
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f•0.07 
f•0.09 
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f•O.ll 
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Leg 3 
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54° 
Leg 4 
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90 
Measurement manoeuvre. From ref. [8]. 
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Leg 5 ]Jt knots 9o 
Leg 6 
]Jt knots 
54° 
Leg 8 
28 knots 
54° 
~nd of 
manoeuvre 
·The results wifl be conunented on at the end of the chapter •. 
Wave data 
The seaway was measured by a pitch-roll buoy sensing vert:Lcal 
acceleration and' two components of wave slope. Analysis of !Such a 
record-ing provided estimates of the direct:Lona·l characteristics of 
the waves as well as the uni-directional wave spectrum. 
In Figure ( 5 ) the measured· uni-directional spectrum is plotted 
together with a spectrum of Pierson-Moskowitz type with the same area 
and mean wave period, so that for both: 
Significant wave height H 1/3 = 3.26m 
Mean wave period- 7. 77s 
The agreement between the shape of the two spectra appears reasonable. 
The directional properties of the spectrum can be seen 1n Figure (4) 
for the wave components containing most energy. It is evident that 
the angular energy spread with respect to the ma1n wave direction is 
similar for the various components. The mean wave direction for 
components of 0.1 Hz, representing the spectrum peak, is, 329°T 
whereas a weighted mean for the wave system gives 3240T. With the-
ship stee!ing 990T the mean wave directions relative to the ship 
are 130° and 135° respectively when head sea is defined as 180°. 
In Figure ( 6 ) the directional distributions -of the three most 
energy rich components are plotted together with the two theoretical 
spread functions, and it can be seen .that spread function 2 
2 f 2 (~) = 1/n - CO~ (~/2) 
closely follows the recorded distribution. 
Judging from figures (5 ) and ( 6 ) it appears that a spectrum of 
P-M type with the angular spread function f 2 gives a representative 
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picture of the actual sea state. 
Measured responses 
Spectral ailalysi's·, using a Fast Fourier Transform method, of the 
digitised response signals :had been car.ried out by Lloyds Register 
and results in the form of tabulated: spectrum ordinates and the 
moments m
0 
- m6 as a function of frequency, were avai1able for 
this investigation. The response spectra for pitch and vertical 
acceleration at F.P. together with m
0 
and T2 are shown in figures 
( 7 ) and ( 8 ) respectively. 
Significant response values and mean response periods were calculated 
and found to be: 
Pitch motion 
p 1/3 = 4 ;m-= 2.01° 
0 
7.88s 
Vertical acceleration at the forward perpendicular: 
A 1/3 = 4 ~= 0.2lg = 2.02 m/s 2 
0 
6.90s 
No adjustment to the significant values due to spectrum width was 
applied here following the approach of reference· [9~. 
Information of this type enabling the response periods to be calculated 
was not available for any of the .other legs in figure ( 4 ) • 
Response calculations 
Calculations of response values and tesponse periods for the 
containership were carried out in accordance with the method described 
in the theory section. For this purpose the transfer functions for 
pitch and vertical acceleration at the F.P. were available in a 
tabulated form for the following conditions: 
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Recorded respon se spectrum for vertical acceleration at the F. P. 
SR(f), and spectrum area m0 and mean response period TR as functions 
of fr equency . 
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5•5 
Speed : 28 knots· corresponding to· Froudenumber 
F : 0.287 
n 
'A/L = 0.1 to 5.1 wi:th increment of ·0.1 
Headings : .0°, to 180° with increment of 15° 
The ship particulars are listed in table (4.1), It has a bulbous 
bow and a transom stern and the accommodation deckhouse i.'s situated 
one third of the ship's length from stern. The draught on the trial was 9 .• 1 m. 
TABLE (4.1) 
Ship particulars 
Length Oa 275.27m 
Length bp 257.60m 
Breadth moulded 32.2lm 
Depth moulded 23.90m 
Draught on trials 9.10m 
Block coefficient 0.58 
Deadweight loaded 35000 tonnes 
Displacement loaded 58446 tonnes 
Service power 75000 bhp 
Service speed 26 knots 
Some results from the calculations of response values and periods for 
var1ous mean wave periods are plotted in figures (9)- (20 ). 
Response in uni-directional sea can be calculated only for headings 
for which the transfer function is available whereas response for 
any head1ng in short-crested sea can be. evaluated when an energy 
spread function i:s applied. This is schematically shoWn in figure ( 21 ) . 
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Fig. 9 
Vertical acceleration at the F.P. for different headings without 
spread . 
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Fig. 10 
Vertical acceleration at the F.P. for different headings spread 
function 1. 
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Fig. 11 
Vertical acceleration at the F.P. for different headings spread 
function 2. 
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Acceleration period for various headings without spread. 
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Fig. 13 
Acceleration period for various headings spread function 1. 
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Fig. 14 
Acceleration period for various headings spread function 2. 
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Pitch angle for various headings without spread. 
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Pitch periods for various headings without spread. 
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Pitch periods for various headings with spread f unction 1 . 
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Fig. 21 
Allocation of weight to the transfer function for headings 
~3 (shaded) when calculating response in heading e. 
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where the shaded area represents relative proportion or weight 
allocated to ·the unidirectional response for heading 11 3 when 
applying the spread function. 11 1 , llz etc. represented headings 
for which RAO 1 s are availab,l!e, and B the :heading for which the 
response is wanted. In this case .where RAOi s are known for hea·dings 
0 
only 15 apart this is not of .s:i:gnificant importance but it never-
0 
theless made it possible to evaluate the response at heading 130: , 
corresponding to that of the spectrum peak frequency. 
The computer program was rtot designed so that spectra of ·arbhrary 
shape could be used, which wou•ld have .been necessary had the a~m 
I 
been to investigate any discrepancies in response spectra in order 
to improve on the transfer functions. Instead, all theoretical 
responses have been calculated for spectra of P-M type since the 
object was to test the idea of using an equivalent spectrum. Listed 
in Table ( 4.2 ) below are the results for headings 130° and 135° 
obtained for such a spectrum with a significant wave height 
H 1/3 = 3.26m and a mean period T2 = 7.77s. Values are double 
amplitude. 
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(, 
TABLE (4.2 ) 
Calculated responses compared to recorded 
Heading Spread 
135 -
135 fnc l 
135 fnc 2 
130 fnc l 
130 fnc 2 
Recorded 
values : 
fnc l 
fnc 2 
2/rr 
Ace. F.P. 
Significant 
value 
4.05 
3.49 
3.10 
3.45 
3.05 
2.02 
2 
cos 11 
2 1/rr cos (11/2) 
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2 (m/s ) Pitch (degrees) 
Response Significant Response 
period value period 
6.98 2.00 7.45 
7.05 l. 73 7.54 
6.99 l. 61 7.86 
6.99 1.72 7.58 
6.99 1.60 7.90 
6.90 2.01 7.88 
- rr/2 :=: 11 ~ rr/2 
Derivation of equivalent wave spectra 
What is J:abe•l'led· as an equivalent wave spectrum is a spectrum of 
P-M type which when applied to the transfer .functions gives a 
response value and; a. response period equal to those caused by the 
actual sea. So from the measured values of the two parameters, 
significant value and mean response period, it is possible to find 
the equivalent wave spectrum·. 
Tl1e first step is to find the mean spectrum period which corresponds 
to the known response period. As the mean response period is 
defined as 
TR = 211 /mOR/m2R 
(X) 
where m0R 
( 
I j 
0 
(X) 
2 ~ I w 
J 
0 
the period LS independent of the magnitude of the· response and 
hence the wave height. The only condition that must be fulfilled LS 
that TR is a monotonous increasing or decreasing function of TP-M 
the mean wave period' in the P-M spectrum. A l'arge slope, 1-. e. a high 
d·ependency of TT upon TP-M is an advantage as error in the estima~ 
tion of TR has less effect on the estimated value of TP-M" This 
step is illustrated in figure ( 22 ) • From figure (18 ) it can be 
seen that this procedure is not applicable for pitch in unidirectional 
sea for headings 0° and 30° as there are two val·ues of TP-M which 
result in the same TR. It is uncertain how limiting this is with 
respect to an eventual instrumentation based on this technique, but 
it can be seen from figures ( 19 ) and (20 ) that when a spread 
function is applied the condi:tion of mono.tony is fulfill'ed. It i:s 
als.o a generally held view that transfer functions as derived from 
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strip theory are somewhat less te•l!iable for .following and quartering_ 
seas which affect response calculations for these he·adings. Using 
a spread function of some kind is a·l'so justified •by the fact that 
·the sea waves are generally short-crested. 
Having determined the wave period, the corresponding significant 
response value per .. unit' significant waveheight is found and finally 
a devision .of the measured value by the theoretical yields the 
significant waveheight of the equivalent wave spectrum. See 
figure (22 ) . 
In Table ( 4. 3 ) the equivalent wave spectra derived by this method 
for headings 130° and 135° a~e listed. 
TABLE ( 4. 3 ) 
E · 1 f h d · 130° and 135° qu~va ent wave spectra or ea ~ng 
Acceleration F.P. Pitch 
Heading Spread H l/3(m) TP-M(s) H l/3(m) TP-M(s) 
I ~ 
135° - 1. 70 7.53 2.}9 8.87 
135° fnc 1 1. 96 7 .. 52 3.27 8.75 
'' 
135° fnc 2 2.23 7.48 4.02 7.83 
130° fnc 1 1.99 7.49 3.37 8.65 
130° fnc 2 2.26 7.47 4.18 7.69 
Recorded value H 1/3 = 3.26m T2 = 7. 77s 
In practice the actual heading or main relative wave direction is 
difficult to estimate imd in order to find the effects of a misjudge-
ment of the heading, the equivalent spectra were derived for various 
othet headings as well. The results are plotted in figure ( 23 ). 
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Spectra derived from acceleration and pitch responses. 
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The use of the equiva'lent spectrum for predictions 
As can be .seen from figure ( 23 ) none~ of the equivalent spectra 
obtained has both of the ,parameters height and period coinciding with 
those of the measured spectrum. Whether ·this is due to the difference 
in shape between the actual spectrum and that of the P-M spectrum or 
whether it 1s due to erroneous transfer functions, ·is difficult to 
conclude, lit may be a mixture of the two reasons.. The important 
point however, 1s not whether the ship may be used as· a· wave buoy Ln 
the sense that it would give the true spectrum, but whether the 
derived equivalent spectrum can be employed for predicting the 
response that would be experienced after a change of course and/or 
The response values, but not periods, for vertical acceleration at 
the forward. perpendicular and pitch were available for leg 8 in 
figure ( 4 . . 0 ) which corresponds to a heading of 90 . (Corresponding 
values were available for other legs as well, but the theoretical 
calculations were carried out only for a speed of 28 knots). Table 
( 4.4) was compiled by using the equivalent spectra listed in 
Table (4.3) to estimate the response in heading 90°, in such a way 
that a spectrum obtained' from pitch assuming spread function 1 was: 
used to predict pitch in .90° also with spread function 1 and so ·.on. 
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TABLE ( 4.4 ) 
Prediction of responses on heading 90° using equivalent spectra 
from Table (4.3 ) 
For acceleration at F.P. 
--- ·--~ 
' 
From heading H 1/3 TP-M Spread 
I Significant I Response i value period 
135° 
I 
1. 70 7.53 - 0 . 57 
' 
8.28 
135° 
I 
1. 96 7.52 fnc 1 1.56 1 7.00 
I ! 135° I 2.23 7.48 fnc 2 1.69 I 6.93 I I 
I 
130° 1.99 7.49 fnc 1 1.58 I 6.99 1 
130° 2.26 
t 
7.47 fnc 2 1. 71 I 6.93 
I 
Equivalent I 
to recorded 3.26 7 . 77 - 1.09 I 8.40 
I 
" " fnc 1 . 2 .64 7.07 
" " fnc 2 2 .58 7.02 
Recorded acceleration 90° 1. 78 2 m/s -
For pitch 
___ .. 
135° 2.79 8.87 0 .15 I 7.97 -
135° 3.27 8.75 fnc 1 1.59 8.87 
135° 4.02 7.83 fnc 2 1.82 8.51 
130° 3.37 8.65 fnc 1 1.64 8 . 83 
130° 4.18 7.69 foe 2 1.84 8.47 
Equivalent 
to recorded 3.26 7. 77 - 0.21 7.72 
11 
" fnc 1 1. 49 8.49 
11 
" fnc 2 1.46 8.49 
Recorded pitch 90° 1. 27° -
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A t est o f the possibility of making cross ·predictions was a l so made , 
i. e . f rom t he equi val ent spectra derived from pitch the value of 
ver tical acceleration was est imated for the same heading. These 
results are listed in Table ( 4 . 5 ) . 
TABLE ( 4.5 ) 
Cr oss-pr ediction of one response using the spectra derived from 
the other 
From Ace . F.P. Predi cted values of pitch 
Heading I I ·.,--·--- -- --- ··--H l/3 ~ TP-M Spread Sign. Value Resp . period 
1350 I 1.70 7 . 53 - .98 7.35 
135° 1.96 7 . 52 fnc 1 . 98 7 . 45 
135° 2 . 23 7.48 fnc 2 1.03 7 . 77 
130° 1. 99 7.49 fnc 1 .99 7.49 
130° 2.26 7.47 fnc 2 1.04 7 . 81 
·-·-·--
- -~-- -. . . 
Recorded values of pitch 2.01° 7. 88s 
._ ... ... __ ..__ 
From pitch Predicted values of Ace. F.P. 
2.79 ! 8 . 87 
--
t-·~·-~ - ·- ·-· . 
135° - 3.75 7.27 
135° 3 . 27 8 . 75 fnc 1 3.78 7.24 
135° 4 . 02 7. 83 fnc 2 3 . 85 7.01 
130° 3 . 37 8.65 fnc 1 3.80 7.22 
130° 4.18 7.69 fnc 2 3 . 87 6 . 97 
-
Recorded values of ace . F.P. 2.02 m/s 2 6 . 90s 
··-
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Conclusions 
It.:i!s not possible to draw any far-reaching conclusions frcim this 
exampre a•rone, '_but a few .points are worth mentioning. 
The recorded spectrum :i!s in good agreement with the p...,M· spectrum but 
a sharper peak .as well ·as a swell component are noticeable and the 
calcwlated responses differ somewhat from .those recorded as can .be 
seen in Table (4.2}. Response periods are in good agreement whereas 
acceleration values are over'-estimated and .pitch values slightly 
underestimated·. For 90° heading both acceleration and pitch are over-
estimated as shown in Table (.4.4). 
From Table (4. 3) and figure (23) may be concluded that the equivalent 
wave spectra as defined from the ship's motions are different from the 
actual one and that a difference in the estimated wave direction has a 
marked effect. How large the discrepancies would be, had the true wave 
spectrum ·had a shape completely different from that of the P-M type, is 
not possible to assess from this example, but it seems reasonable to 
assume that they would increase. 
What is particularly interesting is the remarkable consistency in the 
predicted values in Table (.4. 5) even though the parameters of the spectra 
used are quite different. The pre~icted response value is not right but 
the errors are almost constant and the response periods are in good agreement. 
Judging from the resul!t:s in Table (.4. 4) the predicted value· wou·ld not 
have improved had the parameters of the equivalent spectra been the 
same as the recorded. 
The overall accuracy of the prediction procedure is acceptable but any 
far reaching conclusions about the method's general tendency to over 
or under estimate responses cannot be made from this example alone. 
The correct parameters of the actual wave spectrum-were not obtained 
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from either pitch or acceleration ·.and whether .the: parame.tera may be 
obtained from a combination of equiva•l!ent spectra from different 
re.sponses is undertain·. As an example, i:t· may be seen from Table 
(4. 3) that the mean of ;the values derived from acceleration and pitch 
with. spread function 2 in .heading 135° gives H 1/3 = J:.IJm and TJ>-M 7 .66s 
which is close to the actual one. But if this tendency as well as 
the constant errors in the cross-prediction are consistent can 
only be assessed• by fur.ther investigations of the same type. Only 
then, if ever, could' the appropriate correlation factors be established. 
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CHAPTER 5. · 
INVESTIGATION II • . TANKER 
IntrodiJc tion 
The recordings of ship motions, ship speed·, wind speed, etc. used 
for this ana•lysis were made by the British Ship Resea'r.ch Association on 
board a 250,000 .. tOW tanker during a return journey Europe-Persian 
Gulf in the summer of 1972. 
Recordings were. made every 12 hours for about 20 minutes regardless 
of the weather situation, but no special recording manoeuvres were. 
carried out and no wave measurements were made. 
The records were. produced by a data logger which sensed and 
digitized the output from various sensors, producing a time record 
consisting of circa 1200 values for -each sensor. 
The recordings available for the containership, as described in a 
previous chapter, were used in an attempt to estimate one response 
from the spectrum deduced from another, but no firm conclusions could 
be drawn from that single sample. For this analysis on the other 
hand, several recordings were availab·le and the aim was to find out 
how reliably such cross-predictions can be made. 42 records from 
the ballast voyage and 47 from the laden voyage were anal!ysed, but 
not all could be used for cross-prediction purposes as will be 
explained later. 
As ·there are 12 hours between each measurement it was not possible 
to investigate the method to predict the effect of a change of 
course as was employed for the containersh-ip. 
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A different investigati:on by B.S.R.A. of these records H descrilbed 1n 
reference [66]. 
DATA 
Table Sr.l 
Ship particul!ars 
Loaded Ballast 
Lpp 330. 7lm 330. Hm 
B Sl.82m Sl.82m 
D 25.60m 25.60m 
d 19.58m 6.02m 
/). 284,700 tonnes 76,700 tonnes 
CB 0.828 0.765 
Service speed 16 knots 
The ship has a bulbous bow, the accommodation deckhouse and bridge 
structure is situated at the aft end. 
For this investigation the following nine signals were used, all of 
wh:kh were digitized once a second·: 
1. Ship speed, from the ship '•s own instruments 
2. Course, from the ship '.s own ins.truments 
3. Relative wind speed, from a cup type anemometer driving a 
tachogenerator 
4. Relative wind direction, from a wind vane driving a 
potentiome·ter. Together with the anemometer positioned 
high up a mast on the superstructure to minimize inter-
ference by the superstructure. 
s.. Pitch angle 
6. Roll angle 
7. Heave acceleration. The .gyroscopes andi the heave acce'lero,.. 
meter were positioned. i:n the engine room close to the centre 
line. This "heave;' acceieration is thus a combination of 
heave acceleration and .Pi'tch acceleration and will be referred 
to, as "ace. eng." meaning v:er,tical acceleration im the e.ngine 
room. 
8. Rudder angle, from the ship's own instruments. 
9. Thrust, from a thrustmeter. 
The appropriate units for these signals were yie-lded by a calibration 
function such that 
Y = A (V + B) 
where V is the "raw" digital value 
A and B cons.tants 
and Y the value 1:n dimensional form. 
For at 1 signals the mean value and. the variance were calculated. 
The three responses, pitch, roll and ace. eng .. were to be used· for the 
cross-prediction method and thus had to be analysed with respect to 
response periods as well as response val'ues. 
Analysis methods 
It was decided to subject the signals re?resenting pitch, roll 
and ace. eng. to two different methods of analysis which.would yield 
the desired parameters R113 and TR in two different ways for comparison. 
One method was spectral analysis of the records which gave the 
moments of the spectra, from which response values, response periods 
and broadness were calculated, and a plot ·of the spectra. 
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The other method can be regarded as. a computeri1zed "manual" method 
were maxima, zero-crossings, etc. were registered as· the signals 
were analysed. Th·i's· method, henceforth referred to as ·the '!manua•l 
method", gave apart from Rl/J' ~R and' E plots of maxima and •height 
distributions compared to the Ray•lei:gh distr:i!buti:on, 
Prior to these ana•lyses the signal·s were transformed .to a zero-mean. 
level. In order to avoid errors due to instrumental zero-drift, 
this was done in a way described in [67],that the .mean values of the 
first and last one third of the points were calculated·, and a line 
passing. through the mean values at one sixth from. the beginning and end· 
was the zero .line. Another possibility which has been used ·by 
other authors is to take the regress~on line from all the points 
as zero line. An example of the three signals is shown in Figure (24 ). 
A few records were selected at random ~n order to check whether the 
assumption that the ordinates were Normal distributed was reasonable. 
This was done simply by visual inspection and the agreement was 
found to be satisfactory. Fig. 25. See Figures (25 - 27) 
The manual method 
The first step for this method was to cut off the ends of the signal 
in such· a way that the first and •last positive values preceded by a 
negative vaiue, i.e. positive slope, were made the starti·ng point and 
the end point respectiveiy, thus forming a signal with an exact 
number of cycles. 
Three values at a time were studied so that if X(i) denotes the i:th 
value of the time series fo.rming the signal, then' maxima, minimum 
and zero up-crossings were registered according to the following 
definitions•: 
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Examples of the digitized response signals. 
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Roll signal compared to the Normal distribution. 
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X(i) is a maximum if X(i-l)<X(ihX(i+l) 
X(i) is a minimum if X(i-l).>X(i):;X(i+l') 
a zero up-crossing occurred if X(i:hO and X(i,-1) <0. 
This means that even though the 'Continuous signal could have .values 
exceeding X(i), the digitiied value closest to the p~ak, X(i) was 
taken to be the maximum ari.d no attempt was .made to fit a curve. to the 
points in order to approximate the .ti'Ue maximum. With a sampring interval 
of one second and typical zero crdssing periods for the signal of .ten 
seconds, this is not expected to introduce any significant errors. 
The number of negative max~ma were also counted as well as the 
largest maximum and smallest minimum between zero crossings. An 
example of the results obtained by this method is shown in Figure (.28 ) . 
Mean response period 
The period of one cycle was recorded as the number of interva·ls between 
two values larger than or equal to zero preceded by negative values. 
as the sampling interval was one second, each cycle would be given 
periods in integer values of seconds only. A better approximation 
of the acttial period could ha~e been achieved by interpolation between 
the negative and positive value. This would not make any difference 
to the calculated mean response period', but would have some effect 
on the standard deviation of the period. Mean response period was 
found by 
1 
N 
N 
n=l 
T 
n 
and the standard deviation from 
84,. 
Thus, 
N 
T2 ( CJ, N n 
-·---' 
n=l 
\' N (N-1) 
! 
where T = period for. cycle n 
n 
and N = total number of cycles 
N 
.. --· )' T n 
n=l 
The reason for calculating the s.tandard deviation of the periods 
was to get a genera•l idea of how "regu·lar" the irregul:ar signal 
w~s with respect to ~eriods and the accuracy in a calculated in 
this way was considered adequate for this purpose. The distribution 
of periods was also calculated and tabulated •. The ~heoretical 
distribution of intervals between ze·ro crossings is, however, 
very complicated, see for example [38] and no comparison between 
measured and theoretical periods was made. 
Estimation of the spectrum width parameter £ 
The parameter £ is a measure of the width of the spectrum and 1s 
defined in terms of the spectrum's moments as 
E
2 
= 1 - m~ l m
0
m4 
When the spectrum is not ca·lcu1ated and therefore, the moments .m2 and 
m4 not known Cartwright' and Longuet-Higgins [581]have shown how the 
parameter E can be estimated from the ratio of negative maxima and 
the total nuinber of maxima over a long time interval. The 
following relationship was derived: 
85. 
where r number of negative maxima 
·total number of maxima 
The width parameter £ was estimated Jcn this way. 
Response values 
In Chapter 2 it was shown how the significant response values 
could be fo.und from 
Rl/ 3 = 4 lffi~ l - ~2 /2 
where m was the area under spectrum. But the area m Ls also the 
0 0 
variance of the irregular signals ordinate. So in this case the 
varLance cr2 of all the points forming the signal was calculated and 
X 
the significant response value found from 
= 4 _l'T 
X 
Comparison to the Rayleigh distribution 
It was earlier shown that the distribution of maxima for a Gaussian 
process follows the Rayleigh distribution when the process is 
narrow, i.e. e: = 0. 
The probability density function for a Rayleigh distributed variable 
X can be expressed as 
-x2 
f (X) = 2X e "'R 
R 
where R is a parameter. 
When comparing a· sample of N \ to the theoretical distribution it 
can be ·shown [37] by the maximum likelihood method that the most 
efficient estl,rnator R of the parameter R is: 
e 
R tx~ x2 
e L 
N 
where x2 is the mean square value of X. 
86. 
R ~s random variab·le which has the gamma probability distribution 
e 
and refj[37Jrecommends N>.J!20 for the estimation. For samples in the 
order of N>30 tthe conf:i:deli.ce. limits of R increase and can be 
determined from the :Normal probability distribution, so that 
R R 
e .e 
(- u a/2 ~), R <r u a/2 1) < - + 
IN IN 
where u 
a/2 cdti:cal value of the normal distribution for 
a given a. 
The significant value, defined ·as the mean of the highest one third 
of the X-values can be found as fol'lows. Let· a be the lower limit 
of the one third highest values so that 
P (X>a) = 1 - F(a) = 1/3 
-x2 
where F(X) = 1 - e /R ~s the cumulative probability 
function of f(X). 
Then 
giving 
a = IRln 3 
The mean of the values larger than or equal to a can be found by 
the moment about .the origin so that 
00 00 
xl 3 s X f(X) dX 3f 2X2/R -x2/R dX e 13 a a 
3 {a e-a2/R + liTR (1 - ~ ( lza/R)} 
87. 
where du 
i!s the. cumulative· Gaussian ,probability function. 
Substitufi'on of a gives 
X 
1/3 
; {R ( ./ ln 3 + 3 /jj"""'""" (l - ~ 
for convenience often approximated to 
x1;3 :t fi"R; h x2 
and; the ratio 
2 
(.; 2•l·n 3) ) L4158 IR 
For programming purposes, the comparison between the distribution 
of the variable and the Rayleigh distr:i>bution is simplified by using 
a normalized Rayleigh function which is accomplished by putting 
y xtlx2t2 
and so that 
f(y) f(x) I dx dy 
which gives 
f(y) ; y e -y2/2 
This func.tion was plotted together with the his to gram of the variable. 
The .histogram was formed by dividing all values by fx 212 sorting in 
ascending order and counting the number of occurrences in each interval ~y. 
Each bar f(yo) is thus given a height of 
~ 
f (y 0) 
~ 
M(y o) /Nlly 
~ 
where M(yo) ; number of va·lue·s· ~n the interva·l yo ± lly/2 and N 
~ ~ 
total number of values. 
88. 
The actual mean of the highest one- third was aiso ca:kulated by 
N 
N-2N/3. 
i=2N/3 
y. 
~ ( 5.1 ) 
which for agreement with· the Rayleigh distribution should give 
The following three variables. were tested for agreement: 
a) maxima, as the distance from the mean level to a 
maximum· (can be negative) 
b) heights, as the distance between a maximum and the 
following minimum or a minimum and the following 
maximum 
c) heights, as the dis.tance from the largest/smallest 
maximum/minimum between zero crossings and the mean 
of the smallest/largest preceding and proceeding 
minima/maxima between zero crossings. 
The program was designed to plot the histogram with a 6y = 0.2 
which w6rked well for heights as from b) and c). For maxima 
however, and especially for the pitch signal, 6y shou·ld have been 
given· a larger value as the largest p_itch amplitude usually was less 
than 10 quantization levels of the digitized signal. Therefore, 
although the nondimensional value of significant maxima was near 2 
the histogram showed little resemblance to the. Rayleigh distribution 
as seen from Figures (29-31 ) . An improvement wou·ld probably 
have_ been ob.tained by the inclusion of minima reflected in the zero·line. 
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Fig. 30 
Distribution of maxima from roll 
compared to the Rayleigh distribution. 
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No statistical test was carried out on the distributions but visual 
inspection suggested that heights as defined in c) gave slightly 
better agreement than heights defined in b). Figures (32 - 34) 
give examples of distributions of heights as in c). The significant 
value R113 of heights as from 
I li212 
where h2 = mean square of heights as defined in c) and yl/) = the 
non-dimensional significant value as from equation ( 5.1 ) will 
henceforth be referred to as the "measured significant value" and 
was compared to the signi ficant values calculated by the spectrum 
analysis and the manual method. 
Expected max values 
The largest value of heights as defined under c) on page 89 was 
r egis tered and compared to the theoretically calculated largest value. 
Let the variable X be distributed according to the Rayleigh di s tribu-
tion so that 
f (X) 2X 
R 
-x2/R 
e 
where R = mean square of X. 
The probability that any one value of X exceeds a preset 
P (X>X ) = 1 - P 
m 
where F(X) = 1 -
(X~X ) = 1 - F(X ) 
m m 
e 
-x2/R 
value X 1.s 
m 
is the cumulative probability function . From a population of N values, 
let X be the value with the probability 1/N to be exceeded, so that: 
m 
P (X >X ) 1/N 
m 
then 
1 - F(X ) 
m 
1/N 
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Distribution of heights from ace . eng. compared to the Rayleigh 
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from which 
X = IR ln N 
m 
It can be shown [37]that this is the most probable largest value 
1n a sample of N. The distribution of extremes is, however, skew 
so that the probability of an extreme value X exceeding a value 
e 
a is given by 
P (X > a) 
e 
which for a 
P (X > X ) 
e m 
-a2/R N 1 - (1 - e ) 
and for large N 
P (X > X ) 
e m 
lim 
N-7<» 
1 - (1 - .!.) N 
N 1 -
-1 
e 0.63 
The most probable max value X can thus be expected to be exceeded 
m 
with probability 0.63. On average the extreme value from a sample 
of N will be larger than X , and Longuet-Higgins [68] has given an 
m 
asymptotic value for this mean value of extremes, i . e. the expected 
extreme value: 
X 
e 
where y = 0.577 2 .•. Euler ' s constant. 
( 5. 2 ) 
For processes which are not narrow and the distribution of maxima 
deviates from the Rayleigh distribution, the more the broader the process, 
the above formula has been revised in[58] for values of c< l and can 
be expressed 
X = {R 
e 
[ (ln (N V1-c2 ) ~ + y/2 (ln (N ·fi-£2 ) -~ ] ( 5 . 3 ) 
The largest expected height has been estimated according to this 
formula and compared to the largest registered heights. Figures ~5-Jn 
show plots of the registered values versus estimated values, for the 
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100. 
l•aden condition. 
In the. figures the broken line represents a perfect relationship and 
the solid line is the regression line for the points. Agreement 
between registered and estimated max values are reasonable .although 
it can be seen from Table 5.2 that the values estimated from the formula (5.3) 
are generally slightly larger than the recorded, -with the e-xception 
of pitch values from the ballast journey. 
The results may be summarized by the coefficients A and B of the 
regression lines such that 
Estimated value = A [Recorded value) +B 
and the coefficient of determination r 2 
defined as 
r 
2 (~xy- ~X ~y/N ) 2 
(~x2- (~x)2/N]~y2- (~y2/NJ 
where N = the number of values 
N = 38 for laden voyage and 41 for ballast. 
TABLE 5. 2 
Regression coefficients for comparison between estimated and 
recorded max va·l:ues of heights C (defined on page U~ 
Estimated = A x. •Rec. + B 
---
·--- -, .. -------------~------- --- ----· -·· _____ , __ ·---
Full Load Ballast 
Pitch Roll Ace. Eng. Pitch Roll Ace. En g. 
A 1.15 1.16 1.11 0.99 1.08 1.02 
B -0.10 -0.04 -0 •. 03 0.06 0.05 -0.00 
2 
.93 .99 .97 0. 79 0.96 0.96 r 
---1 --------- ------------.-. 
Largest 
Recorded 2.59° ll.23° 1.83m/s 2 1.38° 9.53° 1. 77m/s 2 I 
Value ! 
'------------ ________ ,_ .. 
------ ,_ .. , .. ----------------- -----------····- .. 
---·--··· - ·-- ~--~---
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Spectrum ana-lysis of the response signals 
The re·corded var~ations in time of the responses are assumed to be 
rea•liisations of stationary ergodi_c processes. Spectral density func-
tioh~ as ·defined in chapter two~ for these realisations have been 
derived from the estimated auto-correlat~on functions, see '[:38, 69, 70, 71]. 
Autocorrelatioh function 
For a realisation of a random process r(t) the mean of the product .at 
times t 1 and t 2 is called the autocorrelation function and is defined: 
R ( t 1 , t 2) = E [ r( t 1) r ( t 2): 
It is a measure of the correlation between two values spaced 
v = t 2 - t 1 apart. Some properties may be established for the auto-
correlation function when the random process, of which r(t) is a 
realisation, can be assumed to be stationary and ergodic. A process 
is said to be stationary if none of the statistical properties of 
the process change with time. It is ergodic if each realisation of 
the process has the same statistical properties as any other realisation 
at a fixed time or if the expectations are equal to the corresponding 
temporal averages taken along a single realisation. An ergodic process 
must thus be stationary, but the reverse need not be true. F'or the 
autocorre•lati()n function of an ergodic process then 
R (t 1 , t 2) ~ R (t1 + t, t 2 + t) for all t, 
and i~ particular 
R (v) V = 
Furthermore, 
R (v) = E I r(t) r(t + v)! 
l ' 
E [ r ( t - V) r ( t) i 
so that R(v) is a real and even function of v. 
102. 
R (- v) 
From ,t;he, inequality 
E f (r(o~: ± r(v)) 21 ?; 0 
• 
ft follows 
2 R(o) ± 2 R (v) ?; 0 
so that: 
R (o) ?; R (v) 
and generally 
R (v) -..o for v->- oo 
So, the autocorrel:ation function has. a max1mum for v 
value 
R (o) ; 2 E 1 r ( t) : 
L 
VAR [ r(t): =a 2 
r 
The Fourier Transform and random processes 
0 at the 
Consider a function which, as opposed to a realisation of a random 
process, is periodic with period T but not simple harmonic. Such a 
function may be expressed in form of a Fourier ser1es such that 
00 
u ( t) a /2 + \"' (a cos w t + b sin w t) 
o / -n n n n 
"----~ 
n=l 
T/2 
where a = 2/T ( 
n \ 
b 2/T 
n 
and w 
n 
... 
-T/2 
T/2 
( u(cs) 
J 
-T/2 
2mr/T 
u(s) cos w s ds 
n· 
sin w s ds 
n 
both t and s refer to time. 
103. 
(5. 4 ) 
Substi·tution of a and b into ( 5. 4 ) and adopting the complex 
n n 
notation so that 
a cos w t + b sin w t 
n n n n 
where g = 1/2 (a - ib ) 
n n n 
and its complex conjugate gn 
+ g 
n 
1/2 ('a + ib. ) 
n n 
The following expression can be derived 
00 
T/2 
= \- eiwnt u(t) 1 ·r u(s) -~w s ds e n 
L __ , T \ 
n= .-eo J 
-T/2 
T/2 ( 5. 5 ) 
where g 
' n 
1 
J __ r u(s) ds 
-T/2 
00 
eiWnt \"' L gn 
n· = -oo 
is referred to as the Fourier transform of the periodic function. 
With the autocorre1ation of the periodic function given by 
R(v) 1 T 
T/2 
s 
u(t) u (t + v) dv 
-T/2 
this can be expressed ~n terms of the Fourier transform coefficients 
as 
T/2 00 
R(v) 1 f u(t) [ iwn(t+v) dt T gn e 
-T/2 n=-oo 
or after rearrangement 
104. 
"' 
T/2 
R(v) f J.wnv 1 J U('t') iw t · dt gn e . T e n ~ 
n=-oo 
-T/2 
"' 
"' ---,. 
I gn eiwnv gn ~ 
\"' 
i 
~ 
n=-oo n=-m 
"' eiwnv y-,. F ) n 
I 
..___ __ \ 
n=-oo 
where F = lg 1 2 is the two sided spectral density function. The 
n n 
autocorrelation function R(v) and the spectral density function F 
n 
form a Fourier transform pair so that: 
R(v) 
F 
n 
"' 
' F \ 
L~ n 
,n=-oo 
T/2 
1 f T 
-T/2 
eiwnv 
R(v) -J.w v e n dv ( 5. 6 ) 
An aperiodic, non-periodic function such as a realisation of a random 
process can only be expressed as a Fourier series if the period of the 
seties tends to infinity. Allowing for this, equation (5.5) can be 
rewr:hten so that for T ->- "'• w becomes the continuous angular fre-
n 
quency w and lim 
T->oo 
1/T = dw/2n, the expression becomes: 
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00 
1 .-
u(t) ; = z,rj 
-oo 
00 
J G(w) iwt e 
-oo 
where G(w) 
e 
dw 
1 
211 
iwt 
00 
dw J u(s) 
-oo 
00 I u(•) -iws e. 
-oo 
-iws ds e = 
( 5 o7) 
ds 
And similar to the derivation of ( 5 .. 6) the Fourier transform 
pair of the atitocorrelation function and the two ~ided spectral 
density function can be formed 
00 
R(v) 
=J F(w) 
~liiV dw e 
-oo 
1 
00 
F(w) R(v) -~wv dv ( 5. 8 ) 211 e 
J 
-oo 
Two conditions regarding u(t) must however, be fulfilled in order 
to make equation ( 5 . .7) valid. These are: 
00 
r lu<t> I dt must exist and 
V 
-oo 
( 
i 
\ 
~ 
-oo 
2 
u (t) dt be finite. 
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A reaHsatiori.. of a random process r(t) .does not meet these condhions 
•so tha't the spectriun cannot be ca•lculated from the autocorrelati'on 
function straight away. Instead an approximation of spectrum may be 
obtained from an estimate of the autocorrelation function from a 
truncated realisation. Thus by defining 
r(t) = r(t) 1n the interva·l I 0., T ] 
0 otherwise 
the autocorrelation function for thi:s interval can be found from 
T 1 R (v) = -T 
T 
and R (v) 
T-Jvl 
,. 
' 
i 
~' 
0 
r(t) r(t + v) 
o' 1v1 >T 
The expected value of this 1s 
dt 
T-lvl 
r(t) r(t + v) dt ] r T J [ 1 El R (v) = E T 
~ 
T-lvl 0 
( 
(1 - hl) 1 I I V I :>T ' R(v) dt R(v) T I T 
J 0 I vi >T 
0 
( 5 .. 9 ) 
The error introduced by using L/T instead of 1/(T-Ivl) is small when 
T;!>lvl and the estimate using 1/T does. usually have a smaller l:east 
square error than that derived by using 1/(T-Ivl) apart from being an 
advantage for computational purposes. 
From the estimated correlation function· the one sided spectral density 
function, autospectrum, S(w) defined as 
S(w) = 2F(w) w:;:O 
can be estimated in accordance with ( 5.8): 
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1 
= -· 
11 
1 
=-
11 
T/2 
r 
..:.T/2 
T/2 
J 
-T/2 
T/2 
f 
! 
~ 
-T/2 
R:(v) (1 - -4;1). 
-i uiiT 
e 
. ' 
-iwv 
e dv 
dv ] = 
(5.10 ) 
T 
where S (\1}) 1.s the estimate of S(w) froni an interval of length T, 
and .so that 
1 lim E [ ST (w) ] 
T-+<» 11 
By putting 
w(v) - f: -lv I/T 
CO 
' 
i R:{v) 
i j 
_oo 
lvi:::T 
lvi>T 
-iwv 
e 
equation (5.10) can be expressed 
CO 
[ T 1· 1 • E · S (w)' := 1T J -iwv R(v) w(v) e . dv 
..,. 
dv S(w) 
( 5.ll) 
where· w(v) is called the lag window through which R(v) is viewed. 
The Fourier transform of w(v), ca·lled the spectral window, 1.s 
W(!l) = T 
211 ( 
sin !IT/2 ~. 
!IT/2 l 
equation ( s·.ll ) can now be expressed 
CO 
5 W(!l) d!l 
-eo 
108. 
( 5.12) 
S(w) for large T. 
The variance of the estimate is, however, large compared to the 
estimated value. An improvement has been shown to ·be obtained' by 
dividing the realisation into parts, of length M evaluati~g SM(w). 
. M 
for each part and forming the mean of a•ll S (w). Such a mean is 
called the smoothed estimate of S(w) and will be denoted ST (W). 
This method can be ·Shown 'to have the same effect as substituting T 
in equation (5 .12·)• by M so that 
w (fl) M sin rlM/2 r = 211 ' i nM/2 
which is called Barlett's window. 
There are several proposed spectral windows . .for var~ous applications 
and a general expression for the smoothed spectrum estimate ~s 
1 
J 1T 
Since the autocorrelation ~s a real and even function it follows 
finally: 
ST (w) = 1 
1T 
Application 
( 
J T w(v) R (v) cos wv dv ( 5.13) 
The numerical evaluations of these formulas have been made for 
responses where the continuous signal r(t) was sampled at interva•ls 
lit and thus forming a series of N· values Xi i = 1, 2, 3; .•. N 
so that 
T = Nllt 
where T ~s the total length of the realisation·. The following discrete 
versions of the previous formulas has been used. 
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For the auto-correlation function according to (5. 9) 
= 
1 
N 
N:...k [ 
i=l 
where M is the number of lags. 
K O, 1, 2 ... M-1 
The spectrum ·ordinates according to (5 . .13) were found from 
where w. 
l. 
Lit 
11 
i 
M-1 [ 
K=l 
T R (K) W(K) cos (w.K t)j 
l. 
(5 .14) 
so that the total frequency interval [ 0, rr/ Lit] was divided into 
parts so that the ordinates for N + 1 values of w were obtained. s 
The lag window proposed by Tuckey (Hanning) was· selected so .that: 
w(K)=i [l+cos(rr:)J 
For the signals analysed here tJ.t was 1 second and· NS was put to 
157 giving spectrum ordinates with a spacing of w = 0.02. The 
moments of the spectru~ according to 
00 
=f n S(w) dw m w n 
0 
were calculated from 
c [ n S (w.) llw ( 5. 15) m w. n l. l. 
i=O 
_where llw = 0.02 
and c = a truncation value. 
/ 
As the analysed response sighals, pitch angle, roll angle .and vertical 
acceleratioh in the engine room can be regarded as relatively narrow-
banded processes., possi•bly with the exception of acceleration, it 
was considered justifiable to truncate the high frequency tail of 
•spectrum at a frequency ·w = ~. This would seem reasonable even for 
vertical acceleration as .this s:i!gna•l might contain frequencies. caused 
by vibration and the results of the spectrum ana•l:ysis were .to be 
compared to ca'l'culated val:ues of vertical acce1eration·, due to a 
combination of pitch and heave only. Thus the information lost •by 
excluding any high frequency tails was not considered as being• of 
importance to this investigation. A reasonable check on how much was 
lost could also be made by comparing the area under spectrum m from 
0 
. T 
equation (5.15) and the value of R (o) as both represent the variance 
02 of the process, bearing in mind that ST is an estimate of the 
true spectrum. The ratio m /RT(o) gave in this way an indication of 
0 
the area under spectrum lost by the truncation. Reference [72)has 
investiga~ed the effects of the truncation frequency for broa~ banded 
wave spectra of Pierson-Moskowtiz type and given a lower limit of 
three times the frequency of spectrum's max for mean periods >-7 
seconds. The following truncation frequency wc was used: 
w 
c 
w. for ST 
~ 
(w.) ~ 
~ 
T S max/200 w. >1 
~ 
w. for w. = 3w.(ST max) 
~ ~ 
w. >1 
~ 
These are also similar to those used by Loukakis [5) . 
From the moments the mean response period TR was found by 
( 5.16 ) 
the significant response value adjusted for the spectrum width from 
(5.17) 
where 
l'll. 
£ = ( 5. Hl ) 
The effects· on the moments from a truncation is larger for higher 
moments so that m4 is more reduced than m
0
, and the spectrum width 
will be smaller. As. the width parameter is used· in ( 5.17 ) 
the significant value is affected by this. However, the correction 
factor which is 
A.- £ 212 = 1 1 
/11/2 
for £ = 0 
% 0.707 for £ = 1 
was not believed to change dramatically because of the truncation. 
For the value of M, the lag number, Marks (70] has recommended 
30-60 as being satisfactory for.most seakeeping events. 60 lags were 
also used by Lo~kakis (5]. 
In order to test the method of analysis and the effects of some 
different M vaLues a test signa·l X(t) was produced from 
N 
X(t) =r: a. cos (w.t +a.) ~ 1 1 
i=l 
where a. 1s a phase angle evenly distributed between 0, 211 and randomly 
1 
selected 
a. = the ordinates of the components and selected from a predetermined 
1 
spectrum. 
N = the number of components used to form the signal, here put = 30. 
Figure (38) shows the outcome of this test, and as predicted a higher 
value of M gives a better representation of the peaks but can also 
generate false peaks. It was decided that M = 60 would give a repres-
entative picture of the spectrum as well as keeping computer time at 
a reasonable level. Figures (39-41) are examples of output from the 
analysis of response signals·by the spectral analysis program. 
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Fig. 38 
L1!YJ~ spectrum 
o·) lags 
~Q) lags 
Comparison between input spectra and corr esponding spectra divided 
by different lag values . 
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Comparison of resu·l ts from· the spectral analysi:s and the "manual 
me,thod" 
The mean of the largest one ·third recorded heights· has been compared 
to the significant values estimated from the two methods o.f analysis. 
The recorded heights are according to definition c) page 89 the 
mean of the distance .from the largest peak betwe·en zero-crossings to the 
preceding and following smallest minimum between zero-crossings. It 
could be argued that a comparison should instead have been made 
between sign-:i!ficant single amplitudes, measured and recorded, as the 
theoretica-l distribution has been derived .for maxima rather than 
heights [58]. Many o.f the analysed records were, however, from 
conditions where the motions of the ship were small resulting in a 
low ratio o.f amplitude to quantization level, say ~n the order 3-5 
for pitch angle. By using the heights that ratio ~s doubled and 
thus improves accuracy. It is also common to relate responses to 
signi.ficant_waveheight which is ~ouble amplitude and it is logical 
then to let the significant response also be double amplitude. 
Loukakis [5] has also found good relationship between heights 
defined as above, and theoretical estimates. 
In Figures (42-47) the recorded significant values versus estimated 
are- plotted for the two methods of analysis from the laden voyage. 
Crosses represent values estimated from 
4;;;;-
0 
for the spectrum analysis and 
4W for the manual method 
whereas circles were obtained by including the adjustment for 
spread such ·that 
4;;;;- and 
0 
117. 
£
2/2 respectively 
In figures (39) and (40) the .broken liine· with dots is the regression 
line for the crossea, the solid line £or· the circles and the broken 
line represents the perfect relationship. The regression tines 
are not shown in figures (44-4 7) as, they are very close to the 
perfect line, The reasons for the slight difference in response 
values obtained from the two .methods wi'thout adjustments for 
spectrum width are due partly to the signal being shortened, by 
cutting the ends before applying the manual method, and partly to 
m being calculated from the.· area under the truncated spectrum 
0 
rather than fro~ the variance. 
The mean response periods obtained from the spectral analysis 
method as 
·TR = 2rr 1'm
0
/m2 
have been compared to those obtained by the manual method. In 
' 
figures (48-50) the results from.the laden voyage are plotted, and 
it can be seen that there are some discrepancies between the periods 
obtained from the two methods. This i·s an interesting and 
important result. As the mean spectrum period in the equivalent 
wave spectrum 1s determined by the measured response period as 
described in Chapter 3 it is important to get as accurate an 
estimate as possible of the response period. In figures (51-53) the 
calculated response periods for wave spectra of P-M type .are .plotted, 
solid lines, together with the significant response values per metre 
significant wave height, broken 1 ines for laden condition and 
14 knots, a speed which corresponds to most of the records. A 
compari•son of the measured and calculated response periods reveals 
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that some of the measured periods are outside the range of the 
theoretical values . For the pitch signal some very long periods were 
registered, surprisingly enough for head sea, but in most of these 
cases the amplitude of signal was small. An inspection of the signal 
shows that it mainly consists of values remaining constant at one 
or two quantization levels for a long time interrupted by the 
occasional zero-crossing. The "manual" method of analysis of such 
a signal gives a long mean period with large standard deviation, 
whereas the spectrum analysis results in most of the spectrum area 
close to w = 0 . It is doubtful whether such a signal should be 
regarded as a registration of the pitch response or just small 
fluctuations in the i nstrumentation system. It is also difficult to 
explain periods of 40-50 seconds. For roll the r e were also some 
long periods registered and much the same arguments as for pitch can 
be us ed to explain this. Within the range of the theoretical 
periods the agreement between the two methods was good . For the 
signal of vertical acceleration in the engine room two features stand 
out. Firstly, some four or five values are estimated very differently 
by the two methods. But, here again, those are from records with 
very small amplitude and may be disregarded . Secondly, it can be seen 
that in the range of 10-14 seconds the agreement between the two 
methods is good , whereas for periods less than 10 the spectrum analysis 
method gives estimates of periods which are longer than that of the 
"manual" method. This 1s probably due to contributions of vibrations . 
to the signal causing zero-crossing periods of 2-3 seconds to be 
registered by the manual method. By the truncation of the high 
frequency tail of the response spectrum these components are eliminated 
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by the spectrum method. Use of digital filtering of the signal before 
analysis would probably have given closer agreement for signals of 
short periods . As the theoretical calculations of response periods 
do not take vibrations into account, it was felt justifiable to take 
the results obtained from the spectrum method as being the most 
representative of the response periods. Hence the following investi-
gation of cross predictions has been made with the results obtained 
from the spectrum analysis method. 
Estimation of one response from another 
The values of significant response and response periods obtained from 
the spectrum analysis of the records were used to determine the 
equivalent wave spectrum of Pierson-Moskowit z type as outlined in 
Chapter 3. Thus, the response period was used to find the mean 
wave period TP-M of the wave spectrum and from the significant 
re s pons e value the significant wave height H113 was calculated. 
The parameters affecting the theoretical calculations are the 
loading conditions , ship speed, wave direction and directional 
spread. In order to compare the theoretical results with the 
recorded the same parameters must be determined for the recordings. 
Of these, the loading condition is known and ship speed found from 
the ship ' s instruments,le aving wave direction and spread to be 
estimated, as no wave data was recorded by the instrumentation. 
Wave direction and spread 
Visual observations of the sea with respect to wave height, period 
and direction were made by the crew and recorded on a log-sheet. 
The instrumentation operated automatically and recorded for about 
twenty minutes every twelve hours. Every second recording was made 
at night and no corresponding visual observations were made for these. 
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For this investigation onl y t he wave direction was of interest. 
Because half the number of recordings were without visual observations 
and it was of interest to try an approach not using visual data , the 
wave direction was instead estimated from the measured wind direc t ion . 
The mean values from the recorded ship speed, relative wind direction 
and relative wind speed were thus combined to give mean absolute wind 
direction and speed. It was then simply assumed that the wave 
direction was the same as the wind direction, even though this may not 
always be true in reality. Light varying winds may, for example, 
exist, together with heavy swell from a previous storm or fresh 
strong winds may build up over a wavefield travelling ~n another 
direction. This simplified definition of wave direction may thus have 
introduced errors of unknown quantity. Comparison with the observed 
wave directions did, however, generally give a good agreement, even 
though examples were found for which the "defined" following sea was 
observed as head sea. Which one of these is correct is impossible to 
say, but it is well known that it can be difficult for an observer on 
a moving ship to distinguish between following sea and head sea when 
the sea is moderate and no breakers are present . The wind speeds and 
wind directions for the analysed records are tabulated below. The 
directions are grouped into 7 classes with intervals of 30° and so 
that direction 1 is following wind, ±15° and direction 7 is head 
wind, 165°- 195°. 
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Table 5.3 
Distribution of wind speeds and wind directions for the analysed records 
Direction 
Wind 
Speed 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
5 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
1 following wind 
7 head wind 
1 (2) 
1 
1 
4 7(1) 4 1 
3 1 1 1 
1 5 2 1 
1 
1 
1 t4J 
1 t4J 2t4J 
1 (4) 1 (4) 
10 15 20 25 30 
Ship speed ~n one case 10 knots 
Ship speed 9 knots 
Ship speed: 7 knots 
Ship speed: 16 knots 
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1 (3) FULL 
LOAD 
Ship 
Speed: 
12 knots 
BALLAST 
Ship 
Speed: 
14 knots 
35 40 knots 
As seen from i:he tab,le the predominant wind direc·tion was foll!owing 
for the laden voyage and. head for the ballast v:oyage·. In order 
to minimize the errors which may have been introduced by assuming 
the wave direction being ihe same a~ that of the wind, the directionai 
spread has been assumed to be according to spread function 2, i.e. 
the widest spread. 
The ratios of the measured pitch and roll values were also calculated 
1n the hope of using these as indication of the wave direction, high 
values indicating head or following sea and low values beam sea. 
This attempt was, however., not fruitful as the theoretically ca·lculated 
values are dependent on the mean wave period, which in turn only can 
be determined when the heading is known. 
Thus, the results described in the following have been obtained using 
spread function 2 and assuming wind and wave directions to be the same. 
\~ave height and period of the equivalent spectrum 
For each record the three responses - pitch motion, roll motion and 
vertical acceleration in the engine room were compared with respect 
to significant value and period to the theoretically calculated 
values and the two parameters significant wave height H113 and mean 
wave period TP-M for the equivalent spectrum were determined. It 
was not expected that the three responses would yietd the same wave 
spectrum as their receptance to various wave components are different. 
None of the spectra defined by the responses in this way should be 
assumed to be the true spectrum at the time of the recording, but 
merely equivalent spectra of Pierson-Moskowitz type and nothing but 
theoretical substitutes. The actual wave spectrum may, naturally, be 
very different in shape to that of the P-M type. Figures (54-57) 
show the significant wave heights and mean periods derived from the 
135. 
three respons_es. They are plotted for comparison ~n s.uch· a way 
,that values obtained from pitch are along the X-axis and those from ro·ll 
and ace. eng. along the y-axis·. 
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Significant wave heights of the equiva_lent spectra obtained from pitch 
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Signi ficant wave heights of the equivalent spectra obtained from pitch 
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Sensitivi:ty to response periods in estimating wave he:Lghts 
From figures (5lc-53) it can be seen that the slope of the curves 
representing response periods are l!everl:ling 'o.ut to a relatively small 
value after the initial rise. For parts of the area where the s•l!ope 
irs- sma1'1, the slope of the curves representing significant response 
value per unit. sign-:Lficant wave height is large. This has the effect 
that a small error in ·the. measured mean response period, i.e. a small 
difference on the vertical .sca1e, has a relatively larger effect on the 
horizontal sca:Ie, affecting the two parameters which are to be estimated, 
i.e. the mean spectrum period and the response value. ·The wave height 
of the equivalent wave spectrum is derived by division of the measured 
value by the value from the graph, so that 
where ~ 
and Rr 
measured response 
theoretical response value per unit wave height 
As the significant wave height derived ~n this way 1s inversely pro-
portional to Rr it will be affected by differences 1n RT. 
This is illustrated graphically in figures (58-60) in such a way that 
for any response period, along-the horizontal axis, the effect in metres 
per second difference error, in the measured response period, per 
unit response value, can be found at the vertical axis. Hence the 
vertical scale is denoted 
llm/ llTR Rl/ 3 
where llTR 
Rl/3 
and llm 
error 1n measured response period 
measured significant response value 
difference in wave height 
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For example, assume .measured significant pi·tch angle is 2° and mean 
pi-tch period is P· seconds in following sea. Then .from fi!gure (58,). 
0.8 for Tp = 13 seconds so that the dHference in the 
estimated wave height is llm = 0.8 x. 2 = 1.6m per second deviation ~n 
. 
the recorded response period. 
It .can be seen from the figures that for response period's for pitch 
and roll less than about 12 seconds, the estimated wave height ·becomes 
uncertain, whereas no such •obvious lower limit is found for acce'leration. 
In fact, none of the analysed recordS had to be discarded due. to 
critically small response periods. 
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·Comparison of measured and· predicted va•l'ues 
The measured significant .response value for any· one response. was 
compared to ·those predicted from each of the other tw.o resp_onses. 
For examp'le, the equi..valent spectra derived from the rcil·l motion was 
used to estimate the pi;tch• motion in such a wave spectrum. The estimated 
values were then .compared to the measured' value. In figures· (16t-66•) . 
these comparisons are plotted with the measured quantity a 1 ong the X-axis 
and the two estimated va•1ues along the y-axis. The va·lues are from 
all headings and speeds as listed in Table 5.3 In all figures the 
solid lines are the regression line and the associated' 95% confidence 
lines for the crosses, and the broken lines are the corresponding 
for the c ire les. Even though the meas.ured quantity is along the 
horizontal axis it was used as the dependent variable for the 
regression analysis. The horizontal ~istance between the regression 
line and the lines representing the ~5% confidence limits are ±2 x the 
standard error of. estimates S . The regression lines, coefficients 
e 
of determination and standard error of estimates for figures (61·-66) 
are listed in Table 5.4 below. It can be seen that· predictions between 
pitch and ace. eng. are generally more reliable than any estimate of 
roll. This. is pr6bably due to the fact that vertical acceleration and 
pitch motion are closer correlated than the roll motion and any 6f 
the other responses. The generally rather wide confidence bands, 
and especl.ally for predictions between uncorrelated responses, raises 
the question of whether the method provides an improvement on the 
values which may be intuitively expected from the overall motion of 
the ship. In other words, when the angular spread of energy in the 
wave system is large, which has here been assumed to be the case, then 
one would expect a high value for one response to be associated with high 
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values for the others, i.,e .. a :high correlation between different 
responses. In order to evaluate thi!s ·assumption the correlati!ons 
between the measured responses were calculated and regression ana•lysis 
applied. The resuLts from this. are a•l'so induded in the Table 5.5 
:below. 
TABLE 5.4 
Regression analysis for estimated' and measured values 
·Regression line : Measured value = a ·Estimated + b 
Coefficient of determination 2 r 
Standard error of estimate : S 
e 
Measured Estimated 
· .. response from a 
Pitch Roll .835 
" 
11 1.512 
" Acc.eng. .720 
" 
11 
" 1. 278 
Roll 
: 
Pitch .453 
' 11. 
" .268 
" Acc.eng. .612 
11 
" 
11 
.507 
Ace. eng. Pitch .861 
" 
11 11 1.123 
r-· -2 
uy fl - r 
b I 
-.003 
-.296 
-.044 
-.157 
1. 723 
1.205 
.987 
1.105 
.09.6 
-.142 
11 11 Roll .927· .093 
11 11 11 2.423 -.506 
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2 
r 
.504 
.350 
.745 
.725 
.404 
. 343 
.710 
.504 
.876 
.760 
.574 
.806 
s 
e 
.370 
.335 
.188 
.128 
1.163 
.508 
.825 
.689 
.113 
.153 
.278 
. 288 
Loading 
condition 
Full 
Ballast 
Full 
Ballast 
Full 
Ballast 
Full 
: Ballast 
Full 
Ballast 
Full 
Ballast 
TABLE 5, 5 
y ax + b Regression 1between measured resp·onses 
Independent Dependent 2 Loading 
variable, y variable, X a b r s condition 
e 
. 
Roll Pitch 3..273 -.748 .474 1.540 Full 
11 11 5 .. 234 . :-.792 .383 1.077 Ballast 
'' 
Acc.eng, 11 .609 : 1-.130 .61:4 .216 Full 
11 11 11 1.198 -.139 .641 .145 Ballast 
11 11 
·Roll .118 .224 .520 .241 Full 
11 11 11 
.158 .199 .796 .109 Ballast 
From the tables it can be seen that the correlation, tabulated as co-
efficierit of determination r 2 , is generally higher between estimated and 
predicted values than .between measured responses. The rather surprising 
exception i·s the correlation between pitch and roll, which means that 
the method of using equivalent wave spectrum is not an improvement 
compared to estimating one response from just the magnitude of the 
other. tigures 67 and 68 illustrate two examples, one good and one 
poor, of estimation by using the regression line from the method of 
equivalent wave spectrum, crosses, and the equation from the regression 
of the measured quantities, circles. The solid line represents perfect 
relationship and the broken lines the 95% confidence band for the 
crosses. The difference 1n accuracy between the two methods appears 
to be insignificant. 
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Prediction of relative motion at the F . P. 
The relative motion between the bow and the sea surface was not 
recorded, so the values estimated from the equivalent wave spectra , 
obtained from the three responses pitch, roll and acceleration in the 
engine room, can only be compared relatively without any absolute 
quantification. The results of estimated relative motion are presented 
1n figures 69 and 7v in such a way that the values obtained from 
pitch are along the horizontal axis and the corresponding values 
obtained from roll and ace. eng. are plotted along the vertical axis 
as crosses and circles respectively. For prediction of relative 
motion, the response period, i.e. relative motion period, is of 
interest if the results are to be used for calculating the probability 
of shipping water, and the results of these are presented 1n the same 
way 1n figures 71 and 72 . The only conclusions that can be drawn are 
that the results from the three responses agree better for the laden 
condition than from the ballast condition but the differences are 
rather large 1n both cases . 
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Acceleration at the F.P. 
It was sho.wn ~n an earl!ier chapter how the probability of shipping water 
over the bow could be calcu~ated from the relative motion between 
the bow and the sea surface. So, if the relative motion could easily 
be monitored, the probability of shipping water could be displayed 
by an instrument on the navigation bridge. The direct measurement of the 
relative motion is, however, difficult and most of the available 
I 
instrumentation systems rely on the monitoring of the vertical acceTera-
tion of the bow as an indication of the severity of the bow motion 
and the probability of damaging this part. Measuring the bow 
acceleration is relatively simple, but a reduction ~n cost and simple 
installation of an instrumentation system could be achieved if all sensors 
could be located in the deckhouse and various responses such as the 
bow acceleration could be deduced from them. 
The following ~s a description of an approach which was tried ~n 
an attempt to deduce the vertical acceleration at the forward perpendi-
cular from the recorded signals of pitch and acceleration in the engine 
room and assuming the ship was behaving as a rigid body. 
The situation of a rigid body at an instant of time may be described by 
the vertical acceleration of the centre of gravity G and an angular 
acceleration P as in the diagram below. 
Fig. 73 Acceieration of a rigid body. 
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The acceleration at the distances x and y from the centre of gravity 
is: 
-A - C - Px 
F G + Py 
Combination of the two gives,: 
F A + P (x + y) 
So with A being the vertical acceleration in the engine room, P the 
pitch acceleration and (x + y) the distance between the engine room and 
the F.P., the vertical acceleration Fat the F.P. can be found. 
The available recordings include the vertical acceleration A but the 
pitch motion P rather than the pitch acceleration P, so the second 
derivative of the pitch signal must be obtained before- the addition 
can take place. As the signal is no longer continuous but represented 
by a set of data points the differentiation cannot take place straight 
away. A possible approach would be to use a curve fitting method 
for a part of the signal at a time and evaluate the second derivative 
for each part. The simplest way is to fit three points at a time to a 
polynomial of the second degree for which the second derivative is a 
constant and easily calculated. In this case, if Xi-l' Xi, Xi+l denote 
three ordinates of the original signal, then the second derivative X 
is: 
X. = X. l - 2X. + X. l ~ ~- ~ ~+ 
Although easy to handle, this method is sensitive to small changes of 
slope of the signal and tends to give an unrealistically jerky sighal 
with very short period as a result. A smoother result can be obtained 
in the following way: X. 1 , X., X. 1 be ordinates of the motion signal ~- ~ ~+ 
and let the velocity at instant i be: 
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and, the acce~eration, at instant 1 
.. ~ . . 
X'. = :(X. +l - X.). 1 1: ' 1 
After substitution the acceleration becomes: 
Let mos' m2s' m4s' m6s be the zero.th, second, fourth and sixth moments 
of the motion spectrum, and mov' m2v' m4v, moa' m2a be the moments of 
the velocity spectrum and acceleration spectrum respectively.. The mean 
zero-crossing peri:od for the motion signal is 
The period between crests T4s 1s depending on the width of the spectrum 
so that 
or with 
2 
- E 
s 
But the crest period of the mot.ion 1s the same as .. the mean period of 
the velocity since the velocity changes sign between each peak of teh 
motion signal, so 
For the same reason, the mean acceleration period 1s 
Furthermore, the moments are related so that 
m =m 
ov 2s 
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m =m 
oa 2v 
Combination of these yields 
m 
oa 
2rr Vm 7m2. oa a 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
So by calculating m4s and m6s, the fourth and sixth moments of the 
motion spectrum and m and m2 , the .zeroth and second. moments of the oa a 
acceleration spectrum, it is possible to check the me_thod of differentiation. 
After several attempts the method had to be abandoned and considered' 
unsuccessful. Even though the actual acceleration was not included 
amongst the recorded responses and hence not available for comparison, 
the values derived by this method were generally unrealistic. It 
was possible to satisfy the conditions in (5.19) and (5.20) for 
individual records by introduction of various correction factors, but 
these could not be applied to any other r~cord. 
Integration of a digitized signal of this type 1s generally re·garded 
more reliable than a differentiation, and another contributing factor 
to the poor results .was the actual shape of the pitch motion signal. 
As mentioned earlier this signal had a· very small ampl!itude and con-
sisted of several consecutive values of the same magnitude and was 
not suitable for differentiation. 
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·CoriCl us ions 
The di•gi'tized signals of the three ship responses - pitching, rol1ing and 
vertica'l acceleration in .the engine room, were generally Gaussian wi·th 
the exception of pi!tch signals with small amplitudes, fig. 25. Two 
methods of analysis were used to estimate the two parameters significant 
response value and mean response period. The .two methods were found to give 
similar response values .and the agreement with the recorded response values 
were found to improve when the correction factor related to the broadness of 
the signals was applied. 
Comparison of maxima and heights of the signals to the Rayleigh distribu-
tion was made by visual inspection of plots of histograms and the 
theoretical distribution as well as the recorded and theoretica'l 
significant values. Good agreement was found for the distribution of 
heights and the plot of the Rayleigh distribution, whereas the 
distribution of maxima, which included negative values, did not compare 
as favourably, partly due to too small class sizes being chosen for the 
histograms. Both maxima and heights did, however, give good agree-
ment with the theoretical significant values. The importance of careful 
selection of sensitivity of the recording sensors relative to the 
magnitude of the signal for this type of investigation was emphasized 
by the analysis of the signal representing pitch. The low sensitivity 
for this response resulted 1n the recorded range consisting of few 
values which increases the quantization error introduced by the 
digitizing of the continuous signal. As several recordings were made 
during light weather conditions some cases were found where the 
recorded pitch signal ranged between ~ 2 units, and the histograms of 
these signals did, of course, not agree well with the Rayleigh 
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di'stribution. The mean response periods esti'mated- by the two methods 
.a•1so sho_wed re 1ati ve-ly larger di:screpancies for such light weather 
conditions. Fr_om- records .containing larger response -values, the response 
p_eriods agreed well, but a filtering of vibration contributions, to the 
acceleration signa~ prior to anjlysis would probab-ly have improved 
the comparison for this response. 
Response va-lues and response periods from the three signals were used .to 
derive the two parameters, significant wave height and· mean wave period, 
for the equivalent wave spectrum. As expected, the spectra derived 
from the three responses for each record were different with respect 
to wave height a~d ~ave period. Each type of response reacting 
different-ly to the existing wave system and .the derived spectra 
representing each response's receptance 'to the waVe system. The 
possibility of applying a spectrum which was derived from one response 
for estimation of another response was investigated. The results showed 
reasonable agreements between estimated and measured values for pre-
dictions of pitch from ace. eng. and vice versa, but poor- agreement 
for estimation of roll from pitch. Estimations ·of pitch and ace. eng. 
using this technique were slightly better than estimates based on the 
correlation of the two responses, whereas the opposite was the case 
for estimates of roll. The possibility of using: a spectrum defined 
from one response for estimating the same response after a change of 
course or heading, was not possible as records were taken at twelve 
hour intervals. 
The two important parameters when defining an equivalent wave spectrum 
the wave direction and energy spread, could not be established 
effectively from the relative magnitude of pitch and roll, instead, 
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the somewhat weak assumption that wind and wave direction coincided, 
was made. In order to minimize errors introduced by this assumption, 
the energy spread was assumed' to be wide. A more s tring.ent aha•lys:ts 
of the validity of the method," of using an equivalent wave spectrum 
could have been made had the actual wave systetn.beeri. known. But as 
this is not the case in reality, it was of inter~st to find out how 
limiting a factor this was. 
Other factors which may have affected the investigation unfavourably . 
were the facts that the ballast journey contained records of gen~rally 
small response values, increasing the relative errors of qi.Jantization 
and the laden voyage contained records of mainly following waves, 
for which the theoretical calculations of ship responses are 
regarded as less reliable. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Deri'vation of the equiva'lent wave spectrum 
One of the main objectives with this project was to investigate the 
possibility of using the ship itself as "wave buoy" in the sense 
that a theoretically defined spectrum of Pierson~Moskowitz type could 
be derived from the motion of the ship. If successful, a method 
would have been found which would render the unreliable visual 
estimates of the wave system unnecessary and the prediction facility of 
an instrumentation system would be improved. It was clearly stated 
that the correct values of wave height and mean wave period were not 
necessarily to be expected from the procedure, but merely two parameters 
as a substitute for the actual wave system, which could be used 
J:n the prediction process. The fact that the actual directional wave 
system was recorded during the measurement manoeuvres for the container-
ship, made it possible to compare the actual wave spectrum to the 
equivalent spectrum obtained by the method described in Chapter 3. 
The actual wave system showed remarkable agreement with a spectrum of 
P-M type and the angular energy distribution, which was consistent for 
different wave components, was almost identical to the theoretical 
spread function 2. Because of the similarities between the actual 
wave system and that used for the theoretical calculations, a very good 
agreement was expected between the values obtained by the equivalent 
spectrum method and the actual values. It was, however, found that 
neither the spectrum obtained from pitch nor from acceleration at the 
F.P. was the same as the recorded spectrum. The reasons for the dis-
crepancies are not fully understood but contributing factors may be the 
small difference in the shape of the measured spectrum and the P-M 
spectrum, the fact that the analysed response recordings were made some 
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time after the wave ·measurements and a slight. change of wave spectrum 
could· have occurred in the meantime•. Some inaccuracies may a•l!so be 
.present in the transfe·r functions and the extrapolation teclmique used, 
-.. and examination of the hydrodynamic theory' involved in the strip theory 
is also reconnnended by Taylor [Si] • What was clearly shown was the 
effect of misjudgement of the wave direction and the energy spread, 
see Fig. (23). For example, a range of 60° heading gave a difference 
in waveheight and wave period of circa lm (31%) respective 1 sec. 
(14%) for pitch and .2Sm (11%) respective .4 sec (6%) for acceleration 
at the bow, using spread function 2; The errors in ·the estimated 
waveheight and periods with correctly judged heading and spread were 
.93m (29%) respective .07 sec (1%) for pitch and lm (31%) respective 
0.31 sec (4%) for acceleration at the bow. 
The spectra obtained from the responses of the tanker could not be 
compared to the true spectra as they were not recorded·,, and; therefore, 
could not be quantified, but the discrepancies between the spectra 
obtained from different responses were again evident. It would have 
been of interest to know how well the actua•l mean wave direction agreed 
with the one assumed from the wind direction. 
As the equivalent wave spectrum obtained from the motions of the 
contaihership was found to be different from the true spectrum even 
when the latter was close to a P-M spectrum, it emphasizes the fact 
that the derived oarameters of wave height and wave periodi should not 
be taken as being those of the actual wave system. 
Using the equivalent spectrum for predictions 
The question of whether the equivalent wave spectra, however different 
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from the true one; could be used for predicting the effect of a change 
of .course or for predicting one response from- another was investigated. 
In the case of the coritainership i!t was not possi!b•l:e ·to draw any far-
reaching conclusions as there was only one sample avai·l:able for the 
investigation. The predictions of responses in a heading of 90° using 
the spectra obtained in 1:30° and 135° were incorrect but the errors 
were small for acceleration, 1. 70m/s 2 against recorded 1. 78m/.s 2 and 
reasonable for pitch, 1.83° against recorded 1.27°. Errors in such 
predictions are acceptable if their magnitudes are consistent and known, 
but establishment of any correction factors would require several 
examples of the type investigated. The same argument goes for the 
attempt to predict one response from another for the containership. 
It was here, however, interesting to find that the response values 
predicted from various different wave ·spectra were very similar. This 
would indicate that even though the wave direction or energy spread are 
incorrectly estimated, errors in the predicted value 'would be the 
same. Again, this could not be generalised, however, with only one 
example available. 
For the investigation of the recordings from .the tanker only the approach 
of predicting one response from the equivalent spectrum obtained-ftom 
another could be employed. The actuai wave spectra were not measured 
so the wave direction was assumed to coincide with the wind direction 
and the energy spread assumed wide. Comparison of predicted and recorded 
values were made in the form of regression and correlation analysis. The 
results were acceptable for predictions between pitch and acceleration 
in the engine room whereas predictions involving roll were poor. Cor-
relation analysis revealed as expected, that pitch and ace. eng. are 
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closer correlated than roll and either of the other two. It was, in fact, ·shown 
that ·the pred:i!ction method using ·the equivalent wave spectrum was on·ly 
marginally better than that obMined by j~st considering the 
correlation between the. ·responses. 
·H appears, therefore,. that. the substitution. of an unknown spectrum. by 
a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is not always acceptable as uncorrelated 
responses are sensitive to diffe.rent components of the wave system. It 
is, for example; possib·le to have a situation where the ship is 
travelling in an almos.t unid:i!rectional beam swell of a wave length which 
1s causing large roll angles but a very small pitch response. With a 
translation of the swell into a P-M· spectrum, based on the large roll 
motions, the pred:i!ction of the pitch angle would give too large values. 
Using the sp•ctrum for predicting the roll in another speed, or heading, 
however, is likely to lead to smaller errors even though the assumed 
energy spread is of importance. It was hoped that the re1ative magnitude 
of the responses which, in this'· would be large, could be used to 
detect the wave direction. But as the ratio is affected by the actual 
wave system it proved difficult to compare to ratios obtained theoretic~ 
ally by using P-M spectra. 
As both the ships investigated are large and hence sensitive to long 
swell it could be argued that some sort of "'swell-spectrum" would be 
more useful than the P-M spectrum representing fully developed sea. 
Possibly .this would make it possible to handle those situations where 
the measured response period was too long for the P-M spectrum to ·be 
used, but as pointed out earlier, th~se records contained response 
values too low to be reliable, or of interest anyway. A correct estimate 
of the wave direction and' energy spread is probably a more important 
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factor than the choice of spectrum shape. 
Wave direction and energy spread 
Any real solution to the important problem of estimating the heading 
and spread· has not been found from this inves ti·ga tion. It I:S obviously 
of great importance to know the-heading· 111 order to evaluate the 
consequences of a -change of course and .the amount of energy ·spread 
affects the relative effect of a course alteration. For. the investi-
gation of the tanker the wind direction was assumed to coincide with 
the wave direction and· the spread assumed: .to _be large in order to minimize 
errors caused by these assumptions. '!!he accuracy of the assumed wave 
direction could not be evaluated as the actual direction was not known. 
Arguably the wave direction could be visually estimated with some 
confidence, but the method would be limited by light and visibility 
considtions. Neither visual observations nor the use of the wind 
direction for estimation of the wave direction seem satisfactory and the 
development of another reliabie method would be valuable. 
It is possible that the most practical and useful guidance to the 
operators could be in the form of charts describing the relative effects 
of speed and course on various responses in general, but it s.till demands 
the correct estimation of the wave direction. Not only is it important 
to know the relative heading, but it is alSo necessary to know whether 
the sea comes from starboard or port. Other investigations have reported 
noticeable differences in longitudinal stresses measured on the port and 
starboard side of the deck, but whether there is a con•istency with 
respect to the wave direction so that the difference could be used for 
detecting the heading, is not known. 
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Prediction of relative motion 
As the re'l!ative motion was not measured the predicted values could· only 
be compared relative to each other. The accuracy with which.the relative 
motion and hence the probabiliity of shipping green water, can be estimated 
from another response is, judging from the presented results, dependent 
on how closely correlated they are. The most reliable method would be 
to measure :the re·lative motion at the bow directly, but this is, 
unfortunately, very difficult. Attempts have been made by measuring the 
pressure fluctuations below the water level, but the components of dynamic 
pressure makes it difficult to relate it to the relative motion. Any 
simple and reliable method has not been reported, but methods such as 
using sonars, as used on some hydrofoils to measure the height above the 
·water level seem possible. Some success J:n using wave height r.adars 
and inverted fathometers has also been reported, although the objective 
has been the more difficult task of deducing the wave spectrum rather 
than just the relative motion. 
The manual method· versus spectrum analysis 
Two methods were used for analysis of the digitized time records. The 
spectrum analysis provided the sh<1pe of the response spectrum and various 
moments of the spectrum, The manual method gave comparisons between 
distributions of amplitudes and heights of the response signal and the 
Rayleigh distribution. Both methods gave significant response value 
and mean response period. Some important aspects are worth noting in 
this context. The response values obtained from the two methods agreed 
very well but the same could not be said for the response periods, a 
fact which was perhaps not given enough attention during the investigation. 
It was argued that the periods obtained by the spectrum analysis, where 
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the hi.!gh frequency contri.!butions. were truncated·, were more realistic 
than -those obtained from the manual method. The somewhat disconcer.ting 
factor to be considered is the sensitivi.!ty to measured ·response periods 
of the estimat:icon of the mean wave period' in the equivalent spectrum. 
D_ue to the low slope of _the curve of resp_onse periods as a function 
of· wave periods, a small d-:Hference in the measured response value 
results in a large difference in the estimated wave period. By 
different truncation conditions -of .the response spectrum and :by intro-
ducing various filtering methods of the si'gna-l, the "measured"· mean 
response period is affected and some decision on which is the correct 
value must be made. A further investigation of this aspect would be 
of value. 
The importance of appropriate sensitivity by the sensors was illustrated 
by the difficulties encountered in the analysis of the pitch signal 
from the tanker. The small amplitudes relative to the steps in the 
digitizer, quantization levels, made comparisons of amplitudes to the 
Rayleigh distribution impossible, caused a significant area of the 
response spectrum to occur at frequencies close to zero an·d made 
differentiation of the signal in an attempt to derive the acceleration 
at F.P. Impossible. 
Final conclusions 
The merits and usefulness of instrumentation systems which monitor 
various responses and give alarms when -certain preset values are 
exceeded have been reported elsewhere and have not been questioned in 
this report. The preset alarm levels obviously have to be .carefully 
determined and adjustments of these levels according to service experience 
is important. It l.S, however, felt that any predictions or recommendations 
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made by any system should be regarded with caution, remembering that 
they are at the best only as good as the information about the wave 
.system which is input to the system, whether it is obtained by visual. 
observation from the wind speed or from the motion of the ship. 
The approach investigated here of using wave parameters which are 
defined from the motion of the ship for predicting purposes has not 
conclusively been shown to be successful. Because the actuat wave 
systems were not known for the tanker recordings the effects of the 
assumed headings and spreads could not be evaluated. The assumption 
made 1n Chapter 3 that the reliability of the method would increase 
with the severity of the weather could not be verified, and further full 
scale tria:ls for this purpose would have to be made. The complexity 
of wave systems with so many possible combinations of wave heights, 
wave periods and energy spreads makes the possibility of substituting 
the actual wave system by a theoretically defined system seem rather 
restricted. In some cases, when the actual wave ~stem is similar to 
the theoretical, it ought to work well, but it seems likely that advice 
based on the assumption often can be misleading. It ought to be pointed 
out, however, that in none of the investigated cases were the predicted 
values completely out of range but the general accuracy was not too 
impressive. 
The fact that theories exist which allow short term responses 1n known 
wave systems to be calculated with some confidence, does, of course, 
make the idea of using a shipborne computer for real time calculations 
attractive. Lt does, however, seem that the importance of actual 
wave data is easily forgotten. Perhaps the most important parameter is 
the relative wave direction and further research in pursuit of methods 
for automatically· detecting this is strongly recommended. 
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1 
It may finally be concluded from this invesdgation that: 
-the parameters' wave height and. wave period in an equivalent wave 
·spectrum derived' from the motions of the ship should not be 
regarded as true estimates of the· actua,l sea. 
- care should b.e taken if the equivalent spectrum is 
used for predicting one response from ~nother, as ~he retiability 
of the procedure is dependent on· the correlation between the two. 
responses. 
- the possibility of predicti:ng the effect on a response from a 
change in course could not ,be conclusively evaluated from ,the 
single example available. 
- the estimated spectra and any predictions from them are highly 
i dependent on the estimated wave direction and the .assumed energy 
spread. 
for prediction of relative motion and hence shipping of water from 
another response, the latter should be a response which is closely 
correlated to the relative motion. 
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APPENDIX 
Here will be described in a summarized· form the content of the two 
ma1n computer programs used for this. project, On,ly the logical steps 
will be described and the formulae used are to be found in the 
appropriate chapters. 
The first program is for calculation of responses 1n irregular waves 
for which the formulae may be found in Chapter 2. The second 
program describes the analysis of the full scale measurements' from 
the tanker for which the mathematics are described in Chapter 5 
under the headings of "the manual method" and "spectrum analysis". 
Al 
For all 
speeds 
DO 
~~~  -
r J+ For all 1 
headings H --
DO I 1- _I 
l 
PROGRAM 1 
RESPONSE IN IRRIDULAR 
WAVES 
9 
_\} 
Print: 
Headings for 
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•peed and 
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For all wave 
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B(DIR) for 
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DO 
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on next page) 
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r-;~ad ~he -di~i tized ~ signals for PITCH, ROLL, I 
~, HEAVE ACC., WIND SPEED, WIND DIRECTION, and COURSE 
-1-- .-- ..  -----
- ·~··--·- - ---
For the responses PITCH 
1 ROLL, and HEAVE ACC. forma 
SIGNL(RESP,VALUE) with 
· zero mean value. I 
I .. _J 
_j --- . 
Calculate: J 
: MEAN WIND SPEED 
I MEAN WIND -~~.~~~~-
A9 
PROGRAM 2 
ANALYSIS OF 
FUL~SCALE DATA 
responses 
Locate a 
MAXIMA. 
MINIMA 
ZERO UP-CROSSINGS 
according to p.84 
Collect 1 
MAXIMA 
HEIGHTS 
(p. 89) 
Calculate: 
RESPONSE PERIODS 
(p.84) 
Calculate: 
SPECTRUM WIDTH 
(p.86) 
Calculate a 
RESPONSE VALUES (p.86) 
MAX VALUES (eq. 5·3 P•97) 
Print a 
RESULTS 
according t 
fig. 28 .8 
RETURN 
A10 
Normalize: 
MAXIMA. and 
HEIGH'l'S (p.88) 
Order in ascending order: 
MAXIMA and 
HEIGHTS 
Form: · 
HISTOGRAMS for 
MAXIMA and 
HEIGHTS (p. 88) 
Print a 
HISTOGRAMS 
together with the 
RAYLEIGH distribution 
accordin~ to fig.32-34 
(P·94~96J 
A11 
For all responses ~~--------......J 
DO 
Calculate: 
AUTo-CORRELATION 
'function' R(K) 
(p.110) 
Calculate: 
LAG WINDOW 
W(K) 
(p.110) 
Calculate an save: 
SPECTRUM ORDINATES 
s(w1 ) 
equ. 5.14 p.110) 
Form the sums for: 
MO~ M4 
(equ. 5.15 p.110) 
A12 
Calculate& 
RESPONSE VALUES 
( eq • 5 • 11 p. 111 ) 
RESPONSE PERIODS 
( eq. 5 • 1 6 p. 111 ) 
SPECTRUM WIDTH 
(p. 31) 
Print a 
RESULTS 
according to 
fig. ~9-41 
(p.114-116) 
RETURN 
SYMBOLS 
Phase displacement between wave -arid. ship response radians 
a. Phase displacement of wave component with frequency w. radians 
1 1 
a 
a. 
1 
A 
8 
b 
Wave amplitude 
Wave amplitude of wave compared with frequency w. 
1 
Vertical acceleration 
Ship heading relative to direction of wave 
propagation 
Wave breadth 
£ Spectrum width parameter 
E Energy of gravitational wave 
f (~) A spreading function 
n 
F Loca-l freeboard 
F Froude Number 
n 
g 
H 
L 
Acceleration due to gravity 
Wave height 
Wave length 
Ship length 
Angle of a wave component to the axis of 
symmetry of the system 
th 
m n spectral moment 
n 
p Pitch angle 
p Mass density 
R Roll angle 
r Relative bow motion amplitude 
r(t) Ship res~onse as a function of time 
R p Pitch response amplitude 
Roll response amplitude 
Vertical acceleration response amp 1i tu de 
Variance 
S Power spectral density 
m 
m 
-2 
m sec 
degrees 
m 
m 
' -2 
sec 
-2 
m sec 
m 
m 
m 
degrees 
degrees 
-3 kg m 
degrees 
m 
degrees 
degrees 
-2 
m sec 
t 
T2 
T p 
TR 
TA 
TP-M 
u 
w 
w 
e 
Time 
Mean wave per:i:od 
Mean pitch period 
Mean roll period 
Mean acceleration period 
Period of 'equivalent' spectrum 
Ship speed 
Wave frequency 
Encounter frequency 
Y Pitch response amplitude operator 
p 
YR Roll response amplitude operator 
Y Vertical acceleration response amplitude operator 
A 
Y(w) Transfer function 
RM ·Relative Bow motion 
I 
; i 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
-'1 
m .sec 
-1 
radians sec 
-1 
radians sec 
m 
I 
